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VOL.

Site $aUattd (Sitjj gews.

WEEKLTNEWBPAPER.

A

HOLLAND,

XII.— NO. 30.

OFFICE: No.

59

Perfumeries. River street.

\7AN PUTTBN, Wm.,

Dealer In Drags, Medlcines.Palnts,Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.

v

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

' HOLLAND, - -

Vf EENG8, D. R., Drag Store. Fine Drugs,Medivl tcines, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and

W.VahDxn BiRo'sFamily Medlcinei

MICJHIQAN.

EIGHTH STREET.

H.

ROGERS.

River 8t.

iners.
TX7ALSH HEBER, Druggist A
v

v

full stock

Pharmacist; a

of goods appertaining
to the bus*r

ruralturi.

w

WILLIAM

;

\f EYEK, BROUWER A CO., Dealers in all
ivl kinds of Furniture, Curtains,Wall Paper,-

Editor and PMlthtr.

Carpets, Coffins,Plctnrs Frames, etc.: River st.

Terms of Snbsoription:

paid

•fTAN PUTTKN G„ A SONS., General Dealers
in Dry Goode, Groceries,Crockery, Hats

V

paid at three month*, and $2.00 if

and Cape, Flour, Provisions,

at six months.

etc.

; River street.

Hottli.

JOB PRINTING

Promiitly aid Neatly EiecBtei

TERMS OP ADVERTISING:

/~11TY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sona, Pro\j prietore.The only first-classHotel iu the
citv. Is located in the business center of the town,
and has one of the largestand best sample rooms
in the State. Free bus in connectionwitu the Ho-

One eqnare of ten lines, (nonpareil.)75 cents for
tel. Holland,
25 cents for each subsequent
insertionfor any.period under three mouths.

first insertion,and

Mich.

10-ly

OHCENIX HOTEL.

8 m. f 6 m. I
1 Square ..

2
“
3

50
5 00
8

.

.•••

X1 “
“

1

800

Column .v.

>4

10 (X)
17 00
25 00

....
...

It.

5 001 8
8 00 10
10 00 j 17
17 00 | 25
95 00 1 40
40 00 I 85

00
00
00
00
00
00

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 pur annum, ,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitout charge for subscribets.

Ryder A Coffee, proprietors.
Locatednear the Chi. A W. Mich. R'y depot,
has good facilities tor the traveling public,ana its
tabic is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommodation of guests. Holland, Mich.

L

OOOTT HOTEL. W.

P. Scott, proprietor.
This hotel is locatedon the cor. of Ninth and
Fish sirs. Terms, $1.85 per day. Good accommodations can always be relied on. Holland,
8-1 y

O

Mich.
LivermlSale

noONB

Stable!.

H„ Livery and Sale Stable.

- Office
and barn on Market street. Everythingfirstclass.

JD

_

ARB

-

v

p.m. a.m. s. m.

p.m.

a.

m.

a.

m.

825

8 15

515

10 55 10 00 11 35 Bast Sangatnck 3 10

730

4 53

443

lOt 30

9

20 11 15 ....Holland .....

TK7ILMS, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Tv Iron and Wood combinationPmnps. Cor10th and River atreeta.
Botirv PohUei.

If

11 05 10 90 11 45 .New Richmond.

300

7 15

11 57 11 55 19 85 ..Gd. Junction..

220

5 52 3 55

19 20 19 35 12 55

.....

830

9 15

345 ..New

7 30

05

p.

m.

FhnleUu.

320 290

Buffalo..11 55 1 10 1 10

900

5 50 ....Chicago .....

p.m.

1

2 35 ...8t. Joseph...12 55 8 10 2 15

3 40 6 00

P„ Jostice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at ihort
notice. Office Zeeland, Michigan. 9-ly

Bangor. ... 200 520 835

50 8 15 925 .BentonHarbor.

1

CTEOBNGA, A.

O

+9

a.m. a.m.

p.

It)

m.

pEST,

Physician and Surgeon, can be
found in hia office, on River street, next door
to D. R. Meengs, drag store.

R.

B..

1J

‘ ‘ -

Ort,

Teloo,

CATARRH REMEDY-a

“
“
“ "••

••

^

"
"

ncxt%

Peach Tarletan*

29-tf

Thu the special assessmentroll for (ho
the Improving, grading and gravellingof Ninth
street specialassesmentdistrict,repbrted by the
Board of Assessors, August 7, 1883, be aud the
same Is hereby confirmed aa reported.
Which said resolution was adopted,two-thirds
ol all the Aldermen elect concurringtherein by
vest and nays as follows: Yeas: Harrington,BeuResolved,

for

and Nyland. Nays, none.
Council adjourned.
On motion of Aid. Harrington—
GEO. U. 8IPP. City CUrk.
Reedttd. That the amonnt of the specialassessment of Ninth streetspecial assessment district,
‘ Unusual variety and range in lllustrabe and the same is hereby dividedinto five eons]
installments,to be collected as follows: the- first
tioni and reading mailer and an out-ofInstallment of $540.89. on the first day of February,
A. D. 1984; tbe second installment of $540.89, on door quality befitting the ae&ion are the
Navi, none.

The

A

A Card.

a recipe that

Septembernext, be fixed for the Common Council
and the Board of Assessors to meet at the Common Connell rooms, to review the assessment, and
the city clerk is hereby Instructedto cause notice
thereof lo be published for two weeka In the Holland Oitt Nxws.-rWhich said resolution waa
adopted, two-thirds of all the Aldermen elect concnrrlng therein by yeas and nays as follows : Yeas :

bema, Kramer, Werkman, Boyd, aud Nyland. Williams, Benkema, Kramer, Werkman, Boyd,

the firstclay of February, A. D. 1886; the third installtnent of 1540.99,on the first day of Febraary,
A. D. 1886; the fourth Installment of $540.89, on
tbe first day of February, A. D. 1867; the fifth installment of $540.99,ou tbe firstday of February.
A. D. 1888. with Interest at the rate of six and
one half per cent per annum, payable annually,
on all soma unpaid, unless the Common Connell
in each year as above stated,shonld order that for
greatest medical wonder of the each Installment, aa It becomes dne, the special
world. Warranted to speedily cure Burns, tax required to be raised in inch year, be reBruises. Cuts, Ulcers, Halt Rheum, Fever ported to the Bnpeprlsorof the City of Holland,
to be spread on the annual tax roll for snch fiscal
Sores, Cancers, Piles, Chilblains, Corns, year, as a special tax npon the several lote and
Tetter, Chapped Hands, and all skin erup- premise! of said district,aa provided by the
tions, guaranteedto cure in every instance, charter,and that bonds of the City of Holland be
isxned.bearing interestat the rate of six and one6r money refunded. 85 cents per box.
half per cent per ennntn. payable annually, for the
positive cure for piles. For sale by H. payment of the said Installmenta. falling dne
February 1. 1885: February 1. 18Pfl;Februaryl, 1887;
Walsh.
February 1, 1888. and that the Inetallmentof
$540.99,to be paid Febraary 1,1884, be raised by
special assessmenton the annual tax roil of the
year A. D. 1883.— Which said above resolution was
To all wijo are suffering from the errors adoptedtwo-thlrda of all the aldermenelect voting
by yeas and nay* aa follows: Yesa:—
and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weak- therefore
Harrington, Benkema. Kramer, Werkman. Boyd,
ness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c., and Nyland. Nays-None. Yeasfi, NayaO.

17 REMER8, )(., Physician and Surgeon. RealIV dence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market
street. Office at the drug store of Kremera A
Twill send
Bangs. Office hours from-11 a. m. to 12 m., and

m.

NO. 599.

Ootmoil-

Clerk.

MADE

V

1

WHOLE

1883.

than the time fixed by the Common Council. Aug.
7tb, 1883, and the Common Council are advised
and believe that all action of said Connell, with
reference to improving, grading, and gravelling
THE REV. GEO. H. THAYER, of Bourbon,
said part of Ninth street, tying between Fleh end
Holuxd,
Mich., August 98, 1889.
Ind., says: "Both myself and wife owe our lives to
Tha Common Council met purauant to adjourn- Pine streets, end the reviewing and confirmingof
hiioh's ConsumptionCore." Sold Ay D. K.
said special assessmentfor said Improvement of
ment and was called to order bj tbe Mayor.
Meengs.
Member* preeent:Mayor Beach, Alderman Har- said part of aald street,adopted Aug: 28. 1888, was
errooeoue and not In conformity wltn the provlsE YOU
miserableby Indigestion, rington,Benkema, Kramer, Werkman, Boyd,
Constii
¥ Yellow Nyland,and the
J nation , DiaalneM,Loss of Appetite,
Minute! of the iaat meeting were reed end apsklnf Shlloha VitaliserIs a positive cure. Sold
proved.
by D. B. Meengs.
setn«; therefore
' The following hi ID were presented for payment:
Resolved, Thar the resolution confirmingsaid
WHY WILL YOU cough when Shiloh’sCure 8. Woodruff, digging for water 1 day ......... |1 00 assessment
roll as reported,and the report of the
will give immediate relief. Price 10 cts. 50 eta. A. VanVuren,
Sdava ........ 4 50 committeeon strteta and bridges recommending
and $1. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
B. Van
•• 1 day ......... 1 50 plans and speciflcationafor improving said part of
H.
8V days ...... 5 25 Ninth street, adopted by the Common Connell,
S
positive —Allowed and warrante ordered feined on the city
and all other action and resolutionsof said Conncure for Catarrh, Diphtheriaand Canker Month. treasurer for the meral amonnte.
ell, with reference to the Improvement of said
Sold by D. R. Meengs.
COHMUHICATIOHB MOM CITT OmcKM.
part of Ninth atreet, lying between Fleh and Pine
The Director of the Poor reportedJan Voogt, atreeta, In the City of uo*Iand, adopted by the
** HACKMETAOK."a lastingand fragrant perConnell, Augnat 98th, 1888, be and tbe
fume. Price 25 and 50 cents. Sold by D. R, a single man aged 08 year*, In need of aid, and Common
Mated that Mr. p. Van Kerkfoortwould keep Mr. Mme hereby Is reconsidered, rccinded, and held
Meengs.
for
naught.
-Which said preambleand resolution
Voogt, If the city would allow $1.95 per week, for
wae adopted, two-thirds of all the aldermen elect
his board.
SHILOH'S CURE WILL immediately relieve
On motion of Aid. Kramer, Mr. Voogt wae al- concurring therein by yees and naye as tollowe:
Croup, Whooping congh and Bronchitis.Sold by
Yeae: Williams. Benkema, Kramer, Werkman,
lowed $1.95 per week, temporaryaid.
D. R. Meengs.
The Director of the Poor alio reportedthat Boyd and Nyland. Nays. none.
On motion of Aid. Kramer—
FOR DYSPEPSIA' and Liver Complaint, yon owing to Increased disabilityit would be necessa- Ttoo/eW, That the follow ing resolution adopted
have a printed guarantee on every bottle of ry to either have some person attend to taking bv the Common Connell, on the 7th day of Angnst,
care of Mr. Hoogeategeror to have him boarded
Shiloh’s Vitaliser. It never falls to cure. Sold by
out, that Mr. U. Meyer and C. Bos. of the Holland 1888, via.: ••j?«r//rr(f,that the EpecialAeseesment
D. R. Meengs. ,
ChristianReformed Church, had stated that a Rolle for Ninth streetspecial assessmentdistrict,
Mr. Doornbos would take Mr. Uoogesteger and •1 reported by the Board of Assessor*,be Did in
A NASAL INJECTOR free with each bottle of
wife and attend to their wante for $6.00 per week the office of the city clerk and numbered. That
Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price CO cents. Sold
and that if the City of Holland would allow $4 50 Tuesday, at 7:80 p, m., the 83th ot August
by D. R. Meengs.
per week, they would see that the balance of the fixed for the Oommoa Council and the Board of
money was paid, and requeued of the Council In- Assessors to meet in the Corambn Connell roome,
to review the assessment;and the city clerk is
etructlonahow u» act.
hereby instracted to cause notice thereof to be
Ou motion of Aid. Harrington, it was—
publishedfor two weeks In the Holland Crrr
I have a large lot of peach tnrletan
Resolved. That if Mr. Roogestegorrequl red any News." end the same be reconsideredend is
further
aid,
than
that
now
received
by
hint,
from
amended to read as follows:
which I will sell for $2.00 a bolt or 25
the city, he be sent to the poor farm of this connty.
That the special assessmentrolls for
cents less than the present wholesale price.
The Clerk reported that no objections bad been Ninth street special assessmentdistrict,as reThis Is a good bargain for fruit growers. filed in tbe city clerk'soffice to specialassessment ported by the Board of Assessors, to the Common
Don’t fail to call at my store aud procure rolls, for the Improving, grading, and gravelling of Council, on the 7th day of August, 1882. bo filed in
Ninth street specialassessmentdistrict.
the office of thn city clerk, and numbered; and
your tarletau.
On motion of Aid. Nyland—
that Tuesday,at 7.80 o’clock,p. m. the 18th day of

Common

D. Bertscii.
All advertisingbills collectable quarterly.
An X before the Subscriber's name will douote OAVEKKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX sig- JJL stable.Fine rigs and good horses can alOld Berkshire Mills, )
nifies that no paper will bo continued after date.
ways be relied on. Ou Fish street, near Scott’s
Dalton, Mass., April 27, 1882. )
__
3a-tf
TIITQ DA D I? D maybe found on file at Geo. Hotel,
Inlo rArJIiap. Howell a Co's News- VTIBBELINK,J. U., Livery aud Sale Stable; Mr. Peter Lawler has been a resident of
paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce 8t.), where
iv Ninth street,near Market.
this town for the past seventeen years, and
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW
in our employ for fifteen, and in All these
YORK.
Beat Harkeit.
years be has been a good and respected
UITE,J.. Dealer in all kinds of meats and citizenof the town and community. Ho
. vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
has bad some chronic disease to our knowlItail ioatte.
ITAN DER HAAR, U., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, edge for most of the time, but now claims
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper to be, and is, in apparent good health.
and twine; 8th street.
Chas. O. Browns, Prea’t.
Chicago St West Michigan Railway.
[The
wonderful
case referred to above
Ranufactoriu, BUli, Shell, Ite.
Taking Effect,Sunday July 22, 1883. .
is published in another column and wilt'
pAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors prove of great value to thousands of 'our
of Ptuqgtr MUlt: (Steam Saw and Flour
From Chicago
From Holland
readers.— Ed. |
Mills.) near foot of 8th strset.
to Holland.
to Chicago.
Mix. Ni’t XT' AN RAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements
Nl’t MixMall.
Mall.
TOWNS.
ed. Exp.
Exp. ed.
and Machinery,cor. River and Ninth Street.
Sudden'* Arnica Salve.

_

1,

lomctAL.I

ItdditioMl ^ecal.

8HILO

Omral Cialiri.

$1.50 per year if paid in advande;$1,75 if

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

MICH.,

will cure you,

distinctive qualities

Century. A

of the

fine portraitof

is

tbe frontispiece.In the

is

a delightful

September

Robert Burns

same number

account of "A Burns Pil-

grimage,” by H. H.,

who

relates several

annecdote* freshly gleaned In tbe poet’s
country.

A

richly illustrated paper on-

"Cape Cod,” by

F. Mitchell, traniforma

that curious hook of sea-sand into a homely

Yankee paradise, where

the fields are

green, the woods are filled with birds, the
villages are quaint and prosperous,and

Of
popular scientific interestare Ernest

the inhabitants are honest and witty.

logersoli'saccount of "Professor Agassiz’s

Laboratory,”at Newport, with a portrait
of Alexander Agassiz; and “The Trage-

BXPOBT OV eiLtCT OOMMITTSB8.

dies of the Nests,” by John Burroughs,
free of charge. This great remedy was
The following majority and minority reportswas
From Holla
From Grd. Rapids
discovered by a missionary In Sonth presented from the special committee to select who describesin bis inimitablemanner
Grand Rs
OOHIPHORST, L. Physician and Surgeon; America. Send a self-addressedenvelope sites for a supply of water for water works, via.
to Holland.
tbe dangers that threaten tbe birds in the
office at the drug store of SchepersA bchip7b the Hon. Mayor and Common Council of the
a m. a.m. p.m.
a.m. a. m. p.m.
housekeepingseason. A timely and valuhorst:
is prepared at all times, day or night, to to the REV. JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station
(My of Holland:
t5 25 *8 15 3 23 ....Holland ..... 11 05 9 10 10 20
attend to •‘calls."
D, New York
28-ly
Your rommiUee appointed to look np a suitable able illustratedarticle is Roger Riordau’a
5 38 840 3 37 ....Zeeland ..... 10 52 840 10 10,
site and supply of water for the proposed water
If ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon;
works, wonfa respectlnllyreport,as the result of "OrnumentalForms in Nature.” It ha
office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county,
00 9 85 3 57 ..Hudsonville... 10 30 740 9 40
our Dbor and Investigation,that wo have found tbe completenessof a paper by an artist
Read .the Fact.
an ample supply of good spring water, the same
015 10 15 406 ....Grandvillo...10 15 7 10 9 20
Wm. Vorst, the Tailor, has removed hia being ettuatedon grounds owned by Hope College, who has ideas and who knows how to
Phtognphtr.
business to No. 13 River street, formerly east of Cedar, and north of Sixth atreeta, and
635 10 40 425 ..Grand Rapids.. 10 80 035 49 00
recommend that a suitable amount of bring pencil and pen to bear on a subject
JJIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer,Gal- occupied by Zahn tbe harness maker. I would
a.m. a.m. p.m.
n. m. a.m. p.m.
ground be bought for aforesaid purpose.
well thought out. A forcibleargument to
will make new clothes to order, repair old
All of which Is respectfullysubmitted.
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
prove tbe future supremacy of New York
clothes, and renovate and clean clothes,
E.J. HARRINGTON,
Watohuaad Jmlry.
J. BEUKEMA.
making
them
appear
like new. Give me
over all the other great cities of the world
From Holland to
From Muskegon
Commute*.
a
W. VORST.
Muskegon.
to Holland.
1) REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
the Hon. Mayor and Common Council of the Is made by W. C. Conant, under tbe title,
Holland, June 5,
18- ToCity
a.m. p.m. a. m.
p.m. p.m. p.m. L> dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
qf Holland:
“Will New York be the Final World
t5 45 325 11 05 ....Holland. ... 825 1 56 9 50 and Eighth Street.
Gintlsmi* '.-Owingto absence from the city,
and thereforebeing nnable to act as a member of Metropolis?” Tbe second part 9( “Tbe
0 20 3 50 11 25 ...West Olive... 300 1 34
the committeeappointed to selectsites for a water
Y17YKHUYSKN, H., dealer in Watches,Clocks.
Seed
TT Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and We will furnish the farmers of this vic- supply for water works. I would therefore ask Bread-winners,” the anonymous story
that forther time may be granted, in order to go which is exciting wide interest and curiCedar streets, Holland
24-1 y.
inity with choice seed wheat of the best red with the other members of said committee to look
035 400 11 S3 ...Johnsvillo....
varieties at a reasonable price. Yoar at the sites selectedby them. I have been there osity, reveals its motive as# a satire on

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

from 5 to 6 p.

50-ly

:

O

City.

,

call.1883.
Wheat.

Mich.

wheat taken in exchange for seed wheat.
Bring in your orders as early as possible,
7 10 4 80 12 00 ...Ferrysburg... 2 25 1 02 8 50
so that we may be able to supply all.
Walsh, De Roo & Co.,
740 500 19 40 ...Muskegon... 1 60 12 25 +8 15
I. 0. of o. F.
Holland Mich, Aug. 6th,
27-4w
ru. p.m. p. m.
p.m. p. m. p.m.
Holland City Lodge, No. 199, IndependentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds its regnlar meetings at Odd
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
From Holland
From Alleganto FellowsHall, Holland, Mich., onTnesdayEvening
of each week
Holland.
7 00 4 25 11 55 ..Grand Haven..

235

1 07

900

jMCittifS.

’83.

to

Allegan.

a.

m. p.m.

Visiting brothers arecifrdtallyinvited

a.m.

890 325 ........ Holland

........ 11 05

p.

m.

8

00

Thos. McMabtsr,N. G.
William Baumoabtil, K. 8.

9 10

850

10 45

2 15

9 35

400

........

Hamilton ........ 10 80

1 55

10 15

417

........

Dunning........

125 No.

10 50

440

p.m. p.m.

10 15

950 12 80
a. m. p.m.

§tur Jptwtisemratjs.

.

A

ATTENTION

F. St A. X.
RigulabC ommnnicationof Uhitt Lomb,

191,7. A A. M..willbe heldat Masonic Hall
Holland, Mich., on Wednesdayevening,Sept.
19,at7>'clock, sharp.
O.

Farmers and

Brbtmah,W.M.

D.L.Botd.&c’v.

Woodsmen.

* Mixed trains.

PaM.

Rons daily, all other trains daily except Bandar. All trains ran by Detroit time.
t

THE FAST TRAIN:—

Leaves Grand Rapids st
IHSiP.m.;' leave Holland at 9:00; Grand Junction, 9:55; Bangor, 8;10; 8t. Joseph 4:00; New
Produoe.Eto.
Bnffslp,4:55; arrives In Chicago 7 20 Liatss Chicago, 6 15 p. m.; New BnflMo, 7*; St. Joseph, (Correctedevery Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
8:10; Bangor, 9:00; Grand Junction.9:10; Hol- Apples,*bushel ....... ........ $ 75
1 00
land, 10:00; and arriyes in Grand Rapids at 10:45. Beans, ft bushel .............
1 25
Batter, * lb .....................
14

Oak

Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White. Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Slave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
15 Black Ash Reading Bolts 88 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolls, 88 inches long.
45 Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
40

®
3
®

..

We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:

alone and cannot see that tbe same amount of ex*
cavatlon has been made In other localities, m have labor unions or socialism. The third and'
been made east of Cedar and north of Sixth street. last part of Joel Chandler Harris’s"Nights
Respectfully snbmltted.
R. B. WlRRMAN,
with Uncle Remus” is offered, in addition
Member of specialcommittee on aitea for water
to
two humorous short stories: “Our
•apply.
On motion of Aid. Boyd, reports accepted and Story,” by Frank R. Stockton, showing
farther time gran tod.
marriage resulted from literarycolOn motion of Aid. Harrington,the above resolution was so amended that the councilshonld
laboration.
“Topics of the Time” treat*
meet at thetr rooms, Wednesday, 4 o'clock p. m.,
August 29th, 1888, and go in a body to Malt tbe of “The Temperance Ontlook,” “The Reseverallocalities examined Into by the committee.
ticence of American Politicians,” and
On motion of Aid. Boyd—
Resolved, That tbe committee on atreeta and
“College-bred Statesmen.”
bridges, with the city attorney, are hereby instractedto draw np the necessaryspecifications
and conditions (or letting the Job Of Improving
Butliji,N. Y., April 11, 1882.
Ninth street epecial assessmentdistrict,on the
Gentlemen— 1 wish to acknowledge the
basis of the inrvey and profile made by Geo. H.
great benefit I receivedfrom the nse of
Slpp, city enrreyor, and report at thla meeting.
The Connell took p recess to allow the commit- your Rheumatic Byrap. I was >ick for
tee on streetsand bridges to draw np the necessome time, and under the doctor’s care,
sary specificationsand eonditiona for Improving
with what he called tbe liver complaint
Ninth street.
After recces the committee reported specifica- and rheumatismin
back and shoultions and conditions,which wore adopted, and the
ders. Could find nothing to relieve
clerk was instructed to advertise for proposals for
until I
taking Rheumatic
doing the work.
Conndl sdJonrned to Wednesday, 4 p. m. Aug- Syrup. After taking one bottle I could
ust 99th, 1888.
feet a decided improvement.I continued
GEO. H. 8IPP, City CUrk.
i^i use a short time and it enred
I

how

mv

me

commenced

Holland, Mich.. Angnst99, 1888.
The Common Connell met parenant to adjournEggs,*do*en...'..................
ment and was calledto order by the Mayor, at 4
Honey, * b ............
o’clock,p. m.
Onions, bnsheis ....... ....... — »
Members preeent: Mayor Beach. Aids. HarringNew Potatoes, ty bushel ..........
For making contracts or' farther in- ton, Williams, Benkema, Kramer, Weriunan,
formationapply lo Fixter’s Stave Factory. Boyd, Nyland,and the clerk.
drain, Feed, Eto.
Attomyi.
Readingof tbe minntea dispensed with and regED. VER SCHURE, Bupt.
nlar order of business suspended.
(Correctedevery Friday by W.H. Beach.)
On motion tbe Connell proceeded in a body to
ITOWARD.H. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand Buckwheat, *
<a 55 or to G. Van Putten & Sons’ store.
the severallocalities examined Into by tbe special
Notary Public; Hlverstreet.
Bran, A 100 9m ........ ........ ..... 80
committee on sites for water supply for water
Barley, *100 A ................
@ 1
works, and at 0 o’clock p. m. adjourned until 8
If OB RIDE. A CARROLL, Attorneys at Law, Clover seed, * A ..................@ 6 50
o'clock p. m.
IU Leppig's Block, Grand Rapids,Michigan.
GHO. B. 8IPP, Cicy CUrk.
Business In Kent, Ottawa and AUegan Counties
will he promptly attended
9-ly
Holland, Mich., August 19, 1888.
, The Council met parenant to adjournmentand
Coaaiiiloa VsreUBt.
Feed,* ton ........................ A 99 00
was called to order by the Mayor at 8 o'clock,p.m.
*100 A ............
125
Members preeent:Mayor Beach, Alda. Will..... •••• •• i 00 ® 9 00*
ami, Benkema Kramer, Werkman, Boyd, Ny-
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STEGENGA,
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
A. P.

| ‘S
I “S
§
Mldffiln*,*100 A .........
a 1»
y ***"*• -tv .....
a
15
PearlBarler, * 100 A....
S 9 00
TKofhi,!&;* buw:::;::;:.:\s
»
Wheat, wbita* bubal ............. S job

ClwlhMnAptiXriujMlic.

flicted in like manner.

A Blessing to All Xankind.

.........

Ayer’s Ague Cure, when used accord-

land, and the clerk.

»

Especial attention given to collecting
claims. All businem entrusted to
me will be faithfully cared fbr.
A. P.

IntormlttoBt, Remitt
vtia, and disorders 1

STEGENGA,

tltf

**

* A*'

’

;

af-

In these timef when oar newspapers are
flooded with patent medicine advertisements, it la gratifying to know what to
proenre that will certainly core yon. If
you are billions, blood out of order, liver
inactive or generally debilitated,there is
nothing in the world that will cure yon so
quickly ae ElectricBitters. Thqy are a
blessing to all mankind and can be had
for only fifty cento a bottle of H. Walsh.

*

1,

_

me.

most cheerfully recommend it to any

ADDJTIONAL NEWS.

man discovered what he had eaten he bethem on the prominent part they had came insane.
taken in buildiuL' the road. The last iron
Three thousand Indians, who, upon

contxftctonandtrack-layera,congratulating

^olla^

spike was driven
a by
d Michael Gilford President Villard will drive the gold spike at the
tame spot when the road is formally
opened Sept d....At San Francisco the
Grand Commandery Knights Templar of
the United States elected Robert E wltbfers,

nOLL\ND cm. MICHIGAN.

of Virginia,

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

Grand Commander:

Senators Dawes, Logan and Cameron of the Senate Select Committee, held a
council with the Sioox Chiefs at Fort Yates,

THE EAST.
Dak. Sitting Bull asked for 18,000, 000. inThe funeral of Judge Black was by sulted the Commission grievously,and left
far the largestever known in York, Pa the council He afterwards returned,
All buaineaa was suspended,

and

the streets

were thronged with people as the funeral
cortege pasted. Many distinguishedpeople
were present The pall-bearerswere Gea
Hancock, Judge Gibson, Judge Wicket,
George Small, Gea a A Crawford, ChiefJustice Mercur, A. B. Farouhar, George H.
Spriggs. Judge bear and W. L Small. The
Pennsylvania House adopted a resolution directingthe flag on the public building to be

put at huif-mnst as a mark of re
gpeot to the deceased,, and adjourned

apologized,and listened quietly to a severe
rebuke at the hands of Gen Logon, who

told him he was an old man
whose glory had faded away, one who
would be put

in

the guard-housethe next

time he talked like a drab to people who
had journeyed the length of a continent to
see that he and his kind were well fed
warmly clothed.

The

recent reported robbery of rail-

road laborers in Michiganwas exaggerated.

the evaonation of the place by the Chilians,
rlsed !
surprised

An enormous
f<Jr

THE PRESIDENT.

fefe was given in Parts

the benefitof the sufferersby the earth-

quake. One hundred and twenty-eight
thousand entrance tickets were sold, and

intended to sack Hoaneay, were
by the Chiliantroops, and in the conflict 400
or the aborigineswere killed and 400 others nearly ev
wounded The Chilian loa was small.
wus used 1
The Federation of Trades and Labor of the chant;
had a boota
Unions, in sessionat New York last week, Thu ruins of the Tuileiieshaving been at
resolved that the question of shortening lasj removed, the gardens and site of the
the hours of labor was paramount to all celebrated edifice were us 'd for the affair.
....ItioisugaiusttheJews are reportedat
questions at present, and demanded the
enforcement of the eight-hourrule on several places in Hungary, notably at
general and State Government work. Egerszeg, where, for three days, shouts of
Patrick H. McLogan, of Chicago, was “Murdjr the Jews!” were heard from 2,000
elected president
letter , received peasants,,who wrecked the houses and
suo, s of the Hebrews It is stated that In
from John Jairett, President of the Amalgamated Association of Iron and Steel the melee forty soldiers and rioters were
Workers, stated that the association would killed. In the recent riots at Ekuterlnosiav.
Russia,the houses of 347 Jews were wreonea
soft connect itself with the federation on
account of the positionof the latter on the and twenty eight Russians were killed by
soldiery. The loss to the Hebrews is 011.tariff question, the! Iron and steel workers
being u favor of a high tariff. It was re- 00j rhbles....The cable chronicles the colsolved to answer the letter, statingthat the lapse of Richards, Power k Co., Eng.ish
,p- owners, whose liabilities are &A0,00a
tariffquestion should be ignored entirely ship-own
on account of the diversity of opinion on
Near Colquitt, Ga., two negroes
the subject among the different trades attacked a lady in her own house, but were
unions.
frightened away. One of them was captA great saw’mill at Rat Portage, near
ured in a marsh. He divulged the name of
Winnipeg, Manitoba, was horned by inoen-

A

Gen. Stager Varies the Monotony

Camp

tf

by Introducing the Great

American Game.
Senator Vest Undertakes to Shoe
and

Now

a

Mula ^

Uses a Cushioned Saddle.

[Camp Lewis Forks (Montana) Dispatchto Chicago Times.)
Camp was broken up at a later hour than
usual this morning,

owing to the

disturb-

ances from the storm and from the packer*
last night Though the tents had been badly
torn by the gale they were repaired without

much trouble. The trail was difficult,owing
to the fallen timber which lay across the
path, and to the windings In and out through
canons and across streams which had to be
forded. The members of the party agree
that the grand old Tetons are much pleasanter at a distance than when spurs of the

further mark of respect. . The pillaging party were workmen from anmembers of the New York other section, who run short of whisky, and
Stock Exchange, have been forced into limitedtheir depredations to relievingperrange have to be crossed. Only eleven m’les
bankrupted bv the continued raid on Denver sons they met or any bourbon in their poswere made to-day. but considering the nature
and Rio Grande stock. The liabilitiesare session Of the seven arrested, two were
his companion, and the posse went out of the country tnls is a very good showing.
charged, and five were given ninety days la diaries. The loss la put at $300,00(1
in their -absence a lynching party
65,00a
members of the Presidential | arty are
Putnam Foundry,at Putnam, Ct. Was re- ! entered the jail In opening the cell-door The
Fourteen pereons were drowned at Ionia prison
getting a taste of the hardships endured by
Near Clifton, Arizona, an express- duced to ashes, causing a loss of fuO.OOa A . the prisoner became possessed of an iron bar the courageous men who tust made the
Wells, a watering-place on the Maine coast
paper-mill near Chester, Pa , burned de- 1 and nearly killed ene-of the lynohers at a
They were bathing in the surf, and were wagon loaded with Chinamen, was attacked stroying 180,000 worth of property. One blow. The crowd then formed in line and nathwavstnroughthe unknown Y ellowstone^
swept out by the strong undertow.
by three rustlers. The Chinamen returned mpp wa* killed and three hurt At Long j filled the negro's body with bullet?. The region. * Prior to IMS it in doubtful tf 100
had ever penetratedto the point
What is claimed to have been a the fire and mortally wounded one of the Island Citv, N. Y, two vast sheds wfiere other negro escaped..... A colored man, persons
where the party is now encamped,and the
1,C00
Standard
Oil
men
were
employed
in
named
Henry
Jones,
Was
hanged
at
Raleigh,
miraculous escape from the worst railroad assailanta Font Chinamen were injured,
rough trail through canyons and seemingly
two fatally.1 The robbers succeeded in get- KanflHngpetroleum,were burned with a N. C., for the murder of Deputv Sheriff
wreck the country ever knew occurred ing toOO. .Flames f-wept away the elevator lossi which is estimated as high as S400,00a Blake ..... One of the handsomest blocks in inaccessible mountainsshows how even he
hardy explorersof the frontier, who shrank
Ban Antonio, Texas, Occupied by a bonk and
near Salamanca, N. Y. A train going toward oflYowA Co., Madison, Ini, valued at Eleven workmen were badly injured.
grocery house, was wiped out by Haines from no danger, might well hesitate.
Bradford at an nnusuaily-highrale of |1 00,010, and five stores and three dwellings
Jack Reilly, who was accustomed causing a loss of $^OU,OOU
One of the features of camp life is the
speed ran through the switch at Red- at Sumter, & C.
freedom from1 conventional restraint, and
to drinking heavily and then shoot off lamp
house. The locomotive pounded over
John F. Smyth, Chairman of the when the members of the party gather
The Presidential party arrived in chimneys with a revolver,was placed in the
the ties for thirty feet, and actuahy
leaped a long cattle-guard. The tender the Upper Geyser basin of the Yellowstone calaboose at Stevens Point, Wis. , for a bru- New York State Republican Committee, around the fire at night cards furnish the
chief amusement A description of one
turned a somersaultin mid air, and demolish- Park on the 25th of August, after a horse- tal assault The other night unknown parties says he cannot consent, under any circumgame will answer for all Last night Preried the express car. Passengers lea] edth ough
back ride of 230 miles, and went Into camp went to the jail and shot nlm dead. In Wayne stanoes,to act in that capacity another dent Arthur, Gea Sheridan, Senator vest,
the windows, and one lady threw her child
county. Tenn., a negro named McLain, year, as his election to the Chairmanship
out No one was dangerouslyinjured.... near Old Faithfulgeyser, which treated the under arrest for criminal assault upon a would be viewed with distrust by a large Secretary Lincoln, and Gea Stager having
finished their supper, Gea Staler suggested
Mrs. Cameron, wife of the pedestrian excursionists,a few momenta after dis- young white women, was riddled with 1 body of Republicans.
a game of draw. “I don’t like to play for
Y ei
eiup- bullets, and the Sheriff was killed while de•‘Noremac,”was killed in her apartmentsat mounting, with one of its hourly
The
Garfield
Hospital
Board
at
Tue party were in tne
the best of
New York bv George Beattie,a bar-tender, tiona I’ue
fending his prisoner. In Kaufman county,
who had been recently discharged by health and spirits.A sensational story is Texas, two negroes were lynched for a Washingtonhas purchased a double brick
te
egraphed
from
Idaho,
to
the
effect
that
a
•Noremac.” Beattie immediately shot himsimilar crime.
house and seven acres of land, and has $15,«»
self through the heart and fell dead upon liana ot cowboys had gone to the Yellowdowa It was now about 8 o clock, and
New York telegram: R. G. Dun 000 on hand to erect a wing.
stone Park to kidnap the President and
his victim’s body.
The Chicago Tribune remarks: Decretory Lincoln dealt the first hand, while
hold him for a ransom of $500,000; that a
The agent of the Rhode Island So- Texas desperado was the leader of the gang; A Co., of the mercantile agency, report that
Gea Bheridan put down his tir.-;twhite chip.
“From
the showings made by the clearingFor a while luck varied, but Gea Stager
ciety for the Prevention of Cruelty to that five Indians were employed as guides, nothing has occurred during the week to
houses of the country it appears that busi- was crowding it in on the others by rai-ing
alter
the
generally
favorable
conditJons
and
that
each
meember
of
the
band
had
AnimftlH has warned the Fox-HuntingAssothe bets to the limit. President Arthur had
which exist for autumn business.Business ness was 13 per cent poorer in New York
ciation at Newport that its “sport” is for- sworn by the gods to do his duty.
city last week than it was last year at this the temerity to call Gea Stager a half-dozen
throughout
the
country
has
been
well
bidden by the statutesand must be disconThe prizes of the Knight Templar
times and his $10 raises, aud he
maintained, bank exchanges Indicating a time, but 1 per cent better everywhere
tinued.... There is little doubt that the
drill tournament,at San Francisco, were considerable increase over the correspond- else in America While, therefor^, the found him loaded for bear every
yacht Mystery, which sailed for Nantucket
showing is unfavorable os a whole, it need time. Once when Gea Stager drew
from New London, Ct, Aug. H? Jms been awarded to the De Molais of Louisville, the ing week of last year, and there certainly give the West little disturbanocof mind four cards, he was found to have (our
indications of increased activity at
6 1 , * ar,‘'uru“t Ul
lost Four prominentcitizens of New lork, Racers of Indianapolis,and the St. Ber- are
many leading centera The conditions of i Plainly.!. the speculators are the ones who aces, and another time when he drew three
New Haven and Cincinnatiwere aboard.
sum
cards he was found to have a big flush. All
nards of Chicago, in the order named. The
are
sulfering
from the present squeeze.
the money market seem favorable,
The party, of German statesmen, sword of Raper Commandery of Indian- and the year is certainly likely The total clearings were’ $8»j»;,58‘.<,'155last these discoveries were made at President
apolis. won at the Chicago conclave, was
to
one of vast production week. They were over twice as large at the Arthur's expense. Senator Vest, Secretary
lawyers, officers and Journalists, who were
attached for a $1,500 hoard bill The The failures of the week throughout the high-water mark of the great boom, with Lincoln and Gea Sheridan felt considerably
Invited by Mr. Henry Villard to witness the boarding-houseman agreed to furnish
four less clearing-housesto make reporta* put out, but no one said anything exc ept
country numbered 179, and an increase of
______
who said he thought it queer that
rooms lor $4, each
of whi<ch was to give five over the preceding six dnya Groceries
opening of the Northern Pacific railroad, _______
At St. Louis, Mo., Judge Noonan Lincoln,
men could hold such hands in a s (uare
arrived in New York on the Bremen steamer lodgment to four Knights. When the crush led off with thirty-five....The American
Elbe, af era pleasant passage. They were came eight persons were put in every room, Bar Associationheld its annual meeting at decided that the Downing law does not game. But the climax came in a jack^poh
welcomed by Mr. Villard and a number of and the commandery,after protesting, Saratoga, and elected CortlandtParker, of repeal the special act of 1857, which was They had been “sweetening” all around unhiafriends....Afire broke out in a Boston evacuated the premises in a body. The New Jersey, President; Edward Otis Hinck- submitted to a vote of the people and til there was about $100 in the pot, and
President Arthur, who was the last man to
tenement-house, and four of the innHates next triennial conclave will be held in St ley. of Baltimore,Secretary; and Frances
carried, and which permits of the sale ol sav, opened the pot for $5. Secretary Linwere suffocated before a rescuing party Louis, in 18»1.... Thirty masked men from Rawle, of Pennsylvania. Treasurer.
beverages and refreshments,other than ooln, who held threes, raked it $10, and
could reach them. One man was fatally in- Park City, Utah, took Jack Murphy from
distilled liquors, on any day in the week. Gea Sheridan and Sena'. or Vest came ia
FOREIGN.
the jail at Coalville, a neighboring town, and
jured in jumping to escape.... R. & Wolf
This decision does not permit drfun-shops,
Col's wira factory at Amesville, N. Y. was hanged him. Murphy was suspected of havTurkish brigands have captured the which sell liquor, to keep open Sunday, and After hesitatinga bit, Gea Stager,who was
dealing,came in and drew ti\e cards. 1 resiing shot a man named Brennan at Park City.
burned, entailing a loss of #7^1X0.
Mayor and several Aldermen of Salonica
dent Arthur had a pat hand, and he bet the
... .A negro at Ogden, Utah, who killed the
THE WEST.
limit— $1(1 Secretary Lincoln had tided bis
City Marshal and wounded another official, (old Thessalonica),.and hold them at the
Eleven of the victims of the cyclone was taken from Jail and lynched, the bbdy high figure of $100,000. .Ex-SecretaryWinhati and he raised him $10 more Gea
at Rochester, Mina, were buried at Oak- then eing dragged through the streets .... dom was banqueted at London, many dis- Jacob Rosenbroole Each fired but once Bheridanand Senator Vest dropped out,
The latter was killed instantly; the former not having bettered their pairs. But to
Socialistic
wood Cemetery on Thursday,the 2L’d of Ben Wilhoit,a wealthy farmer of Bowling tinguishedpersons taking part.
A railway conduc- (he coustemationof President Arthur and
Green, Mo., used his toes to discharge a gun pamphlets, which virulently attack the lived only four hours.
August, in the presence of a vast concourse. with which his brains were blown out
tor living in Chicago became to annoyed by Secretary Lincoln, Gea Stager raised them/
Emperor Francis Jo-eph. have been circu- the “shadowing’’o( detectivesthat he caused
•At an early hour,” says a correspondent,
$10 more. President Arthur, thinking that
lated in Lower Austria.... O’Donnell, the
THE SOUTH.
“strangersbegan to pour in from all duecthe arrest of one of the “spotters” In the
he had the best hand, put up his$A), and he
slayer
of
informer
Carey,
will
be
sent
the
“spottar
tined
$5>
for
tiona, and by noon the streets were crowded
raised them $10 more. Secretary Lincoln
A close inspection of houses at PenEngland for
disorderlyconduct
with a suTging mass of humanity. The exsaw the $10 and went $10 better. Gen.
sacola
developed
two
cases
of
yellow
fever
pression of sadness on every face told more
The British House of Lords rejected i
dimensions ex- Stager saw the raise also, and went $10 betplainly than the fluttering crape or toll- in a sailors’ boarding-house.The Surgeon
the Irish Registrationbill In the Commons
^ ln ^ goath Brooklyn Y., works, ter still Everybody around the boaidwaa
ing hells the tale of mourning, desola- General ordered the patients removed to
now excited,and President Arthur simply
Gladstone
expressed
regret
at
the
fate
of
the flftml flul^ whichran ^ ^ dirge.
tion and death. A procession was formed Santa Rosa Island, their bedding and clothcalled. Secretary Lincoln, however, raised
in front of the Cook House and started ing destroyed, and thp building fumigated
Uon, severely burned
Th, the pile another $10, and Gea Stager folfor the cemetery. Literallythe streets and guarded
.Near Forest City Ark. , three
lowed suit President Arthur now laid
from Broadway to the cemetery cars of a Memphis and Little Rock train of Parliament....The important port of works were entirely destroyed, and sparks down his flush to show what he opened the
gate were jammed with teams. were precipitated through a trestle by a Haiphong, Tonuuin,has been captured by from the blazing structurefired Daniel jack-pot
Secretary Lincoln called.
The ceremonies performed were of the broken rail, three persons being killed out- the French and the Annamitefl have tied Gray’s sulphur-works,which suffereda loss Gea Stager had atf ace full on kings, and
simplest character. No dirge was sung, right and fifteen severelyinjured.
into the interior. The French got 150 can- of $25,0001 The damage to the oil company the Secretarv had three jacks and a pair of
is $60, 000.... Flames appeared In a tank at
and no sound was heard but the humble
non and $50, (0J worth of Annam cash
This ‘broke up the game Though
Mobile has declared quarantine
South Brooklyn oil-works, fives
prayers and smothered groans of unGea Stager is the crack poker player of the
From the city of Breslau, in Ger- and progresseduntil
building
utterable anguish. The only tributes against Pensacola because of the outbreak
party, he has been forced to lower his penleft upon the close, clinging clay were of yellow fever. The scourge has appeared many, comes by cable the story of a hor- was consumed, together with . the nant several times ‘to Judge Rollins, wno is
silent, scalding tears. lo was by far
rible deed by a crazy mother A woman sulphur-works of Daniel Gray, the lose said to be one of the moat expert devotees
the saddest funeral that ever occur- in Woolsev, a Pen-acolasuburb. Surgeon who owned a comfortablegasthaus, or inn, being $85,000.... Lumber-yards and other of the game in New York city.
property at Williamsport, Pa, to the
red in Rochester.”—
Rochester dis- Owen, of the navy yard, succumbed to the
Senator Vest was kicked by a mule this
in that city, called her five children to her estimated value of $500,000, were destroyed
patch says the official list of deaths in the malady.
and
carefully
washed
and
dressed
them
in by iire....Afi places in Philadelphia where afternoon, and is sufferingthe effects of his
WASHINGTON.
city gives the number at twenty-six, and
She then led them to pools
______________
loth
on horse races were sold have been rashness.The Senator was, in early life, a
in tne immediate surrounding country
Gen. Dumont, Supervising Inspector their best clothes.
blacksmith’s apprentice, and Hatters himthe
attic,
whereftdx
ropes
were
suspended
cl08e(|
by the police,
ten, making a total of thirty-six;injured,
se f that he still knows something about
General of Steamships, states that the pres- from a beam. *A rude beuch had been placed
eighty-two.Nine of the latter will die.
shoeing an animal. The rough mountain
• ,
Theeifect upon the fields through which ent season has been phenomenallyfree from underneath the improvised gallows-tree.
On this she made the children stand while: The largest cow in America t weighs journey has canned many of the mules in
• the cyclone passed is only describahle by collisions or accidents: This he considersall
the pack train to lose their shoes, and this
saying that the earth was left, and the more rexnaxkablefrom the fact that the she adjusted the nooses around their necks. g oQO pounds, and gives milk in Chase afternoontwo of the soldiers, who are
that was all Scores of farmers who ate number of licenses for excursion boats indi' «>unty. Kan.
iarriers were directed to reshoe the anitheir suppers with the pleasurable con- cates an’ increasein that businbss. He atmala Senator Vest was attracted to the
end
of
the
sixth
rope
around
her
own
neck,
•ciousnessthat wheat and oats were tributes no little of the immunity to more
spot where the men were engaged, and he
cut and shocked, could not tnd in the general observance of the rules as amended and kicked the support awav. The ghastly
THE MARKET.
viewed the difficult work with critical curimorning a vestige of straw even, and those and promulgatedlast March by the Board of sight was first seen by one of
ositv. He ventured suggestions ireely, and
tire domestics,
fainted on
who had not tnished cutting met with no Supervising Inspectors.
NEW YORK.
finally one of the farriers sarcastically,
the spot When she recovered suffi- Beeves ..........................$4.65 @6.75
better fortune,since the fields reaped by
remarked that “he‘d better try it himThe
work
of the United States Fish ciently to descend the stairs she was
6.00
@
6.00
Hogs
................
...........
‘ the whirlwind showed nota vestige of vegself.” The Senator quickly .accepted;
etation. The track of the storm probably Commission for the past year is reviewed in scarcelyable to explain the cause of her Flour— Superfine ............... 4.20 If!)4.60
. 1.09 @ 1.09)4 the challenge, and, borrowing the
terror.
The
bodies
were
all cold when the
Wheat
—
No.
i White ............
averaged three-fourthsof a miie in a Washingtondispatch to the Chicago Times.
No. 2 Red .............. 1.17 0 1.17)4 astonished farrier's apron and tools,
decided
width, and the length
the It appears that over 45,000,000white fish-fry authoritieswere notified....
breeze has been generated in Europe by a Cobs— No. ..................... .6354® .63)4 boldly approached one of the tnu’.ea A
course was fully fifty miles, two. .36)4(3 .37 group or soldiersand packers stood around:
Oats— No. .....................
thirds of which were under cultivation. were placed in the great lakes: that carp recent article in the Aorth German Pobk— Mess .................... 14.25 @14.50
in admiring expectancy, while Judge
Com was strippedto bare talks, unles?, in- were spread quite thoroughly over the Oaxette, declaring that France alone
. 8560 • 3
Rollins, Gov. Crosby and Gea Stager cam*
threatens
the
peace
of
the
continent
Union,
and
that
samples
weighing
from
five
deed, the s.alxs, too, disappeared, and the
CHICAGO.
up and joined them. The mule selectedb|K
6.00 @6.40
dead domestic animals are to be counted by to seven pounds are already being caught in
The Comte de Chambord, last of the Beeves— Good to Fancy Steers. 3.65
the Senator from MU sour! seemed to be in a.
@ 4.65
Common to Fair ......
the hundred— George McDonald,who oc- Southern waters The only ornamental kind
oldest branch of the large house of Bourdreamy mood, for he meekly raised his lefq
Medium to Fair ....... 4.70 0 5.65
cupied an upper room at the Cook House propagated is the goldfish, which is wholly
hind leg and did not stir while the shoeing,
Hogs ............................ 4.75 0 6.60
In Rochester, thus describes the ap- absorbed by members of Congresa Shad to bon, descendants of Louis XIV., and secretly FLOUB—Faucy
White Winter E:x. 5.75 & 6.00
process went oa It was accomplished in «
proach of the cyclone: “I was standing at the number of 200,000were planted in the recognized as King by the Legitimist party
. Good to Choice Sur’g R X. 6.00 5.60
___ window,
_______ , watching
________
_ ai
approaching Sacramentoriver eight years ago, and now of France, died at his castle, near Vienna Wheat-No. 2 Spring. ........... l.oi <3 1.0154 really-credltablemanner, and the elate®
the
the
Senator Vest shifted his attention to tha
storm, with no tbrought of the (earful con- they are sold at Puget sound at 25 cents per His death had been so long expected that it
1.07)jj (3) 1.M
No*2 Red Winter...
light hind leg. It was a fatal move. Tha
sequences which would follow. The sky hundred. They are produced by the Com- caused no great sensation anywhere,there COBN— No. 2 ....................... 61 & -61
Qath— No.2 ....................... 2654(3 .26)4 spectators noticed that the animals ear*
was a mass of ominous Inky clouds, which mission at a cost of $00 per million %
having been greater excitement comparaNo. . ........................ 58 & .58)* were twitching nervously, but Senator
made the earth asdark as twilight, but was
P. W. Middleton, a South Carolin- tively on the Paris boulevardsthe day.it Rye—
Rakley— No. .................... 63 <3 .635* Vest’s eyes were directed elsewhere.Some
illuminated every few seconds by vivid
ian of illustriousdescent,who recently became known he was seriously ill.... BuTTEa-Choloe Creamery ........ 19 & .20
of the nails had fallen out of his
flashes of lightningshooting from one
The recent warlike utterances of the North Kaos— Fresh ....... ..............l«)6<3 .17
kit, and he stooped to pick them up,
cloud to another: A strange stillness per- passed away at Greenville,refused to cross
German Gazette are styled by the London Pobk-Moss .....................H-90 <312.00
vaded the hoar— a hash as if there Vivas a Mason and Dixon’s line since his librarywas Timex a deliberate i nsult to France, an out- Laud .............................. 854(3 • 8}* with his back turned to the mul^.
Suddenly the left hind leg, newy
•ease of impending calamity. To the destroyed by Gea Sherman’sarmy
MILWAUKEE.
.Cpn- rage upon decency and courtesy, and a vulSouthwest I saw a black, funnel-shaped greasmanWm. F. Poole, Of North Carolina, gar menace.
Wheat—
No. .....
L04
@
1.0454 shod, shot out, and Senator Vest was sent
.It is announced that on acsprawlingdown the mountain side, his
Cokn-No.2........................ 50*@ .51
cloud approaching, which seemed to be re- is
count of ill-healthSir Stafford Northcote Oats— New. ....................... 28 <3 .28)4 blacksmith's tools (lying in every direction.
volving with great rapidity. I rushed to
POLITICAL.
will resign the leadership of the English Rye-No. ........................ 56 <3 .66)4 The Senator was picked up in a heap and)
•hut the window, but before I could reach
Babley-No. .......
$4)6(3 .65
The New York Democratic State Conservatives.
carried to the mess tent; where he recelvedi
4t there was a horrible crashing,banging,
................. 1L75 @11.87)6 Surgeon Forwood’s Immediate attentioa
The British Parliament was pro Pobk-Mcm....
and creaking— the whole building shook, Convention will be held at Buffalo, Sept 27
Lard ............................
8X<3
No bones were broken, bat the Senator was
and the wind roshed with such After a heated discussion it was decided rogued Aug: 25. The Queen’s speech recite*
BT. LOUIS.
somewhat bruised,and will find horseback
force as to throw me to the floor.
Wheat-No.
Red..
.......... 1.06X® 1.06)6
that the State Committee have control of the facts that she is at peace with all foreign
The shock lasted but a few seconds.”—
Cobn— Mixed.
................... 46)6(3 .46)6 riding rather painful for some days tocomi"
Nbw York oity primaries for the election powers; that the troubles arising from the Oats— No. ......................
Secretary Linco.n is still under something
27>4(3 .27)4
A freak of the wind was the driving of a the
of delegates.
of a cloud, owing to his hunting exploits in
54*<3 .65
pine board through the trunk of a mapleTamatave affair are being settled with France Rye ............
12.62)4(312.75
killing a bear-dog for an elk, and Is subThe people of Buffalo, having se- in an amicable spirit ; that the convention Pobk— Mess .......................
tree. In a field near Dodge Center a herd
7)4® . 7)4 ected to the good-naturedjests of his felOf twenty ca tle was in the track of the cured the New York DemocraticState Con- with the Transvaal Government is not work- Lard ..............................
CINCINNATL
cyclone. Of these nine were killed, and the
that she feels great satis- Wheat— No. 2 Red .............. . 1.07)401.08 low travelers:
vention, announoe that they intend to ing satisfactorily;
horns of the eleven others were found
capture one or both of the National Con- factionIn being able to report an improve- Horn ............................. .51)60 .62
•ticking in the ground, indicatingthat the
ment in the condition of Ireland,and the Oats ....... ....................... 29 @ .29)4
ventions next year.
QUEER PEOPLE.
cattle had been caught suddenlyby the
work of Parliament has shown its anxiety Rye ................................59 0 .60
13.00 013.25
wind and thrown to the ground head foreA vacancy having occurred among to promote the welfare of the Green Isle: POBK-Mess .............
Lard .............................. 8 0 .8)4
most, their horfis being left in the ground.
At Harrisburg, Pa, a youth 18 year* ol<\
the lady' clerks of the National Bank Re- that the state of trade in the British island*
TOLEDO.
The Northern Pacific railroad wa* demptionagency at Washington,the local is sound, and tlu^t he agriculturaldepres- Wheat— No. 2 Bed ................jr^9 0 L0954 shot himself seven times because a 10-yeansion In some districts has been relieved.
4l|
Cobh.... ...........................5354® .63)4 old girl wouldn’t marry
practicallycompleted on the 22d day of civil-service examiners were requestedto A French and an English vessel came into
Oats— No. ....................... 28 @ .28)*
Tazewell
county,
Ga,
glories in an eccenf
urnhh
a
list
of
those
eligible
to
the
place.
August, tracklayingbeing finished at 8
collision in the English channel The EnDETROIT
tric lounger who had placed'thirteen large
The names of the four who stood highest glish steamer, the Woodbum, was disabled Flour ............................4.oo @6.75
o’clock on the afternoon of that day. Ten
in the recent examinationwere submitted and sank. Eighteen of he crew were Whea/t — .So. 1 White ............ 1.10 (3 1.10)4 arm-chairs in as many stores, so he can almiles were laid between 5 a in. and 3 p.m.,
Corn -No. .................
68)6® :£
ways have a seat when he calls.
to the Acting Secretary of the Treasury, drowned
five from the ease and live from the west,
who selected Miss Minnie L Hoyt, of Connect- damaged, but was enabled to land her own
the fastest work since the road was comTwo girls were in love with an lowamaa
Pohs>— Mess ......................15.00 @15.10
menced. The two ends of the track met at icut, a graduate of Vassar College, whose passengers and those saved from the
INDIAN APOU&
He loaned his fine eaddie-horseto one of
average at the examination was SAM She Woodburn at Plymouth .... The con WHEAT -No. 2 Rea... ............ 1.04)6® L06
the mouth of Gold creek, fifty-fivemi es formerly received $1. 00 per annum in the
them, and of conrse she rode past the resiventlon of the liish National league Corn — No. .........
..... -.47)60 .48
west of Helena. Monta a, the exact spot
dence of the other, who wildly ran out and
.....................
26 <3 .26)4 stabbed the beast with a knife.
where go d was first discovered in ml census office,but only requested to be ex- of Great Britain, which will, meet ai Oats— Mixed EAST
LIBERTY, PA.
amined for a $900 position.
Leeds Sept 27, will demand . self
atsthe flnThere were no formal
CattLe — Best
............... A76 @6.60
the 500
GENERAL.
Fair.......;.........,.,.4.16 0 AM
ut 200
Common.; .......
A35 @4.60
At Nevada, Mexico, recently, awomwere
Hogs ........... .....
..... ;..., 6.45 0 5.85
8.60 @4.65
Mon.
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train. The gentlemanstated that nine de»d
TRUANT SCHOOLS.
bodies had been
a large number
The New Amendments of the Compmlaorjr
were removed to _
Education Act Providingfor Them.
A
passenger
on
the
Northwestern
railroad,
AppallingWork of a Cyclone in South^ "antes after OgHthiL FBO VISIONS FOB C0MPUL80BT EDUCATION.
editsfearern Minnesota.
The act is No. 144, provides for the comslofc*
ening in its horrors. The entire north part pnlsory education of children in certain
cases, and takes effect Sept 7, Itf&l.
One-third of Rochester Deiastated and of t^e place from the Ohlcago and Northwest- Section 1 provides that every parent, eta,
ern track waa a confused mass of debris.
Twenty-six Citizens Killed.
Scarcely a house was standing,and the few ball send ms children betweewj8hnd 14 to.
which were had been moved from their a public <ir private school ah least. four
foundations and shattered as by an earth- months each year, six weeks of which must
be conseoutiva
Train Orerturned and Many of the quake. The affr [gated . survivors were
Section 2 provides that no child under 14
at work rescuing the injured and
recovering the bodies of the dead. shall be employed to labor in any business,
Passengers Killed.
Before midnight twenty-three corpses unless such child shall have attended some
public or private school four months out of
the year just preceding.
A deadly cyclone swept through Olmsted
Section 8 provides that all children over
county, Minn, on the 21stof August, audits
blance to the human form. Nearly all were 8 and under 14 temporarily discharged from
path was strewn with wrecks and the bodies injured about the head, and the begrimed emplovment shad be aent to dayrschool by
of the killed. So terrible was the force of faces
iared to have been dragged in the their parents (» guardians.
Section 4 makes it the duty of School
the whirlwind. Forty wonnde<L
the wind that trains were blown from the earth
many
them
seriouftly,had been removed Boards t6 'furnish books to pupils where
/ of t
track, buildings were destroyed, crops anughc
' roved dwellings. It was thoughc
to undestroyed
nihilated, and the town of Rochester, the
ithe

RUIN AND DEATH.

~

/

^

A

r

of said municipality,and levied and collected in the same manner as all other achool
12. It shall be the duty of the officers
retailed or. appointed under the provisionH
of this act to assist in the enforcement there
of, to institute, or cause to be instituted.

THE RAILWAYS.
General Bftrftw tnd Comparision
for

Four Years.

0ns Billion of Water Added to Stocks
pany, or corporation, violating any of the
ro visions of sectionsone, two, tnree,
three, lour,
four,
provisions
on Which the Public Ii
and
five, of this aet; and in school dintri ;ts
ndfiv
and cities, and villages of less than 5,000
Taxed.
inhabitants, it shall be the duty of the
School Board to institute, or cause to be instituted, such proceedings.
Enormous Damage Inflicted ea Rail8eo. ia When any of the provisions of
read Credit Thereby.
prothis act are violated by/ a corporation,pro
ceedings may be had against any of the
id corporation,who
officers or agents of sal
leant
•Poor's Manual of the Railroads of the
in any way participatedin or are cogn:
of such violation by the corporation of United States” for 1883 has been issued. Ills
'

• *

the same penalties as individuals similarly tics than usual, but ite detail is more comoffending.
prehensive than it has boon in any preced-

ing volume. It containstabulatedstateMichigan Medical Legislation.
ments showing tee length of all railroads in
The subjoined act passed at the recent
exThe loss of life was great, twenty-six people
the United States,their equipment, share
tent, including severalstores and generally
sessionof tee State Legislature takes effect
being killed outright at Rochester alone,
f 5 nor more than flO for the first offense,
capital, funded and floating debts, cost of
thepoorer dwellings.
while many others were injured so badly as
The storm appeared to have formed and not leas than #10 for each subsequent Bept 8, 1883, or ninety days after tea does roads and equipment,length of lines opeof the session. ,
to preclude all hope of recovery. The de- about eighteen miles northwest of Roches- offense.
struction of life and property is nearly if ter, and, gathering violenceas ^progressed, The above are the general provisions for
AN ACT TO PBOMOTB PUBLIC HEALTH.
not quite as great As that occasionedas destroyed severgl fann-houseslB iw course. compulsory education, while the followSection L The People of Ihe State
Orinnell, Iowa, last spring. The following A lowering, dun-colofred funnel-cloud was ing teintjintng Beotionaof tne act Are special igan enact, That from and after this sot shall teetotal length of sllraflroadstathe world.
\ take effect, it shall not be lawful tor any person The work contains l.KW pages.
details of the work of the tornado are seen approaching the fated town, and in a provisionsfor truant schools
The statements show n mileage at the
gleaned from the telegraphicreporta printed few moments the slaughter had been ao-. Sec. i In aU cities and villages of 5,000 to practice medicineor surgery, or any breach
u*. --the
-------Board of Educ
Jication, or thereof (except dentistry), in this State without close of J882 of 113,829 miles, 11,691 having
complished.No time was given for any and upward,
In the metropolitan press:
baring
the
qualifications
requlrcil
In
the
prosuch other officer or officers having charge
Tuesday evening at 11 o’clock, Rochester preparation'hadit been possible.
been constructed within the year. The avvisionsof this act, and without having first
erage mileage operated for tee year waa
was one of the most beautiful cities in the
Tne scene among the devastated district, of the schools of said cities, townships, and
rpfftntflrpd in
In the office of
of
Clerk
as
registered
the
County
villages, may establish one or more unThe amount of share capital issued
West Ten minutes later its beauty had
provided
in
this
•
w
graded schools for the instruction of childisappeared, and In parts of the city ruin
Sec, 1 The necessaryqualificationsto prac- by7 the' severaf^mpaideB up to t£e clone 6t
dren and defined and set forth in the fol- tice medicinein this State shall be
their respectivefiscal years was #8,45<),0<B,and desolationreigned A terriblecyclone
visited the city, leaving death and destruc- were found whom the tempest had or- lowing sectiomB.
First, That every person who shall have act- 190, an bfcrease from tee previous year of
Beg.
7.
Ail
persona
between
the
ages
of
8
tion in its track. The day had been beauti- phaned. One child was the only survivor
ually practicedmedicine continuouslyfor at #385, 2M, 685. The funded debts of teesevand 14 year8,#who are habitualtruants from least five years in this State, and who la practi- eral oorop&ntcs amounted to $8,184,415,201,
—warm—
until evening, when clouds of a family of seven.
ful—
w
The passengers on this train were not school,or who, while In attendance at- any cing when this oot shall take effect shall be
began
ublic school, are incorrigible,vicious, or deemed qualified to practice medicine in this
aware that a frightful cyclone had passed puoii
oral in conduct,
ict and all persons be- State, after having registered in the office of the
near them until their attentionwas directed unmc
as pro
provided by this act
who absent themselves County Clerk as
#42,404,965from tlhe previous rear The
dear un
But soon heavy
up. nut
neavy black clouds to feather beds and articles of wearing ap- tween such ages wh
came from the northwest and rain fell parel lodged against the barbed-wire fences from school and habitually wander about Second, Every graduate of any legally-au total increase of share capital and of funded
heavily. Directlyafter 0 o'clock the clouds which indicatedsomething of a blow. The streets and public plocea, having' no busi- thorlzcdmedical college in this State or m an; and floating debts from the previous year
one of the United States, or in any othef counequaled #780,218,776.The total amount of
led the greenish appearance that is the wheat and other straw which wm blown ness or lawful occupation, shall be deemed
assume
try, shall be deemed qualified to practice medibrerunner of these terrible visitations, from the stacks waa twisted about the rulfl Juvenile disorderly persons, and subject to cine and surgery in all its deuartmenta, after all liabUities at the dose of 1882 wm #*IM5.Xorerui
004.359.The gross earningsof all the
accompanied by a rumbling noise, and in large quantities, presenting a singular the provisionsof this act
not roads for their several fiscal years of
tn a short time the wind rose, increas- ap.pearanca where the death-dealingfunnel Sec. R In all cities having a duly-organ
ing
violence until the full force crossed the
ized police force, it shall be tee duty of ths mv w ........____ — .. , _______ v studentor 1882 were #770,850,710,
.
The fatal black dond swept toward Bt police authority,at the request of the school undm^graduate from practicing with and under from the previous year of #07,000,511
of the cyclone, was upon us. What was
once a well-populated portion of the city Charles, five miles southeast, cutting a author. ty, to detail one or more members of the instruction of any person legallyqualified to
was the scene of ruin. To describe it is lia- wide swath through the timber and tee said force to assist .n the enforcementof practice medicine and surgery under andby
provisionsof this act: Provided, That
from freight, and 101, 8W, 734 from miscelble. The main course was through
a _ the farms, wrecking buildings in tee country this act, and in cities or villages having no the
every p-uraon qualified to practice medicine and
lower
part of the town, but ite force was and touching the skirts of tee little hamlet regular police force it shall be the duty of surgeryunder the provisions of this act, snail, laneous sources. The net earnings for the
T
m
•
— M A- _
A .. a _
the Board of Education, or tee achool dis- within three months after this act shall take
felt more or less in ail parts of the city, and with fatal effeot, lea
trict officers,to designate one or more con- effect, file with the County Clerk of the
Its freaks were wonderful It demolished three fatally maimed, une ui me uc«u *m>u
well-built structures on Broadway, doing was found in a tree-top, his body apparently stables of said city, township,or village, County wherein he has been engaged in
no harm to adjacent buildings beyond over- having been taken limb from limb by the whose duty it shall be to assist in the en- practice or in which he intends to practice, a
turning chimneys and stripping the tin mere force of tee wind while being drawn forcement of this act as occasion may re- statementsworn to before any officer authorised
Covering b from roof a One great beauty of up and carried along In tee terrible funnel quire, and said Board of Education shall fix to administer oaths in said county, setting
forth, tirstllf he is actually engaged in said
The percentage tn 1882 of gross e*nthe city was its many trees that lined the The Stevens family,ednsistingof four per- and determine the compensationto be paid
countv), the length of time he has been engaged
ftreets. Of these hundreds were either sons, saw the approachingstorm-cloud ana such constable for the performanceof his in such bontinuous practice,aud, K a graduate
to investment was 11.2 per centjln
torn down or broken off, and many hastily crept into a huge tank cisternbur- duties under this act Members of any of any medical college, the name of the same
, 116; in 1880, 11.4; in 1879.
The
streets were rendered impassable by ied in the ground, a which fortunately police force, or any constable designated u> and where located, when he graduated, and the
their being filled with trunks or contained no water. Their house was tora assist in the enforcementof this act, as pro- length of time he attended the same, also tho
limbs. Some were stripped perfectly to pieces and wholly carried away over their vided in this section,shall be known as school to which he belongt. And, If he la a rtu- Al; and in 1879, 4.4 per cent
dent or undergraduate,
the length of time he hsa
bare, even the bark being torn off, and it heads. Not a vestige of their house re- truant officers.
A talutated statementis given, showing
been engaged in the study of medicine, and
will be years before Rochester will recover mained, but their lives were spared.
Sec 9. It shall be the duty of any such where, and if he has attended a medical college, by groups of States tho length of lines
ite loss. As before stated, that portion of
truant officer or officers detailed to enforce the name of the same, and where located, and owned, ware capital, funded debts, length
the city north of the railroad called u Lower
the provisionsof this act, to examine into the length of time so attended, and when, also, of lines operated, gross and net earningH,
Town” received the most damage. Indeed,
EXPERIENCE. any case of truancy, when requested to do the name and residence of the physicianunder and interest and dividends paid by
there is hot a house that is not injured,and
so by the District Board or by its authorized whose instruction he is practicing or intend* to all the railroad companies of the
not to exceed twenty that are left standing
officers, and to warn such truants, their practice.It shall be the doty of the County United Btatcs for their respective
in some parte It looks at a distance as
parents or guardians, in writing, of the final Clerk of each county in this State to record in a fiscal years of 1879, 1880, 1881 and 1882.
French
Aeronant
Dragged
to
the
book to be providedby the county, tho affidavit This statement shows that the capital and
though
ugh there naa
had never been
oeen a building
uuuumg
consequences of truancy if persistedin, and
(or sworn statement) of every physldsn practittepoing in that portion, while in other
also to notify the parent, guardian, or other cing in said county. For recording each atate- liabilities permilo of all the railroads lor
Clouds at the End of a Rope.
sections the ruins of houses show the terperson having the legal charge and control ment the County Clerk shall receive 60 cents, to the respective years were as follows: 18<9,
rible destructive force of tee wind. As
#57,730: 1880, #58,941); 1881, #59,780: 1882,
of any juvenfle disorderly person, that the be paid by the person filing the same.
[Cablegram from Paris.)
|01.842-«howing
an increasein capitalizasoon as the cyclone had passed and the
said person is not attending any school, and
Sec. 3. It shall be the duty of the Supervisor
people in the moie favored portion of the
At Royan, on the Gironde, M. Gratien, a to require said parent, guardian, or other at the time of making the annual assessmentin tion per mile for four years of #3,012, notCity began to learn of the damage, they well-knownaeronaut was about to make an person, to cause the said child to attend the each year, to make out a list of all the physicians withstanding that nearly all the new milewent at once to Lower Town to renuer what
ungraded school, established as provided and each student practicing under the instruc- age is only a single track. Tne gross
assistance they could, many working all ascent in a hot-air balloon called La Vidou- for in this act, within five days from said tion of a preceptor residingwithin his townvillaise last Friday. Mdlle. Albertine,tee notice, and it shall be the duty of said ship, village,ward or city, with the name, age,
he dead and wounded were conveyed to heroine of several balloon ascensions, was patent, guardian,or other person having sex and color of each, and length of time eoon
Buck's Hotel, the Winona House, Dr. Layer's
the legal charge and control of said has been engaged in practice, and.if a graduate Mailings per mile were: 187ft #2,749;1880,
seated in the car, and M. Gratien was hold#3,2WT1^1,#3,071; 1882, #2,89(1 We quote:
flee and private residences While all
child, to cause the attendanceof
jew the destruction had been fearful no ing in his right hand a loose coil tied to one said child at the ungraded school
‘‘The increase of share capital and Indents
lea of it coaid be obtained until next morn- of the cords that served to attaoh|the bal- established in the city or village If viHor to the township,villageor City Clerlc^and edness of the railroad companiesfor th©
Ing, when its hoi rors were made known. looa The air-ship unexpectedly broke said parent, guardian or other person havthree yeaA ending Dec. 31, lw2, was#2.0b3,Commenoing at the J. R. Cook House on the loose, and the cord, unrolling itself with ing the legal charge and control of said kept tho records of the local Board of Health.
040,812. the average cost per mile of the
St Paul road, which was entirely_demol- lightningrapidity, caught in a sort of run- child to attend said ungraded school, it
Sec. 4. No person who practices medicine, new mileage being, in round numbers,#70,hjhed, the cydioue
next took Mr. Leland s ning knot around tee first and second shall be the duty of said otticer to make or surgery, or midwifery,in any of the branches 000. The increasein tho three years of the
cydii
residence,barn and outbuildings,not leav- fingers of Gratien's right hand. The aero- cause to be made a complaint against said (except Uentiiri^BbaUbeable, inany
thf funded debteof the severalcompanies hu
ing a stick standing. Thence it swept naut was immediatelywhisked off into tho person, guardian or other person having the courte of this State, to collect pay for profes- been #864,020,029;of their floatingdebts
muting
through Lower Towa From the appear- air 000 meters high. In vain he tried to legal control and sharge of such person, sional services rendered subsequentto the tims
910, the two sums amount
_ to
216,039, a sum equaling something over
ance of the ground it appears as if a tei rifle haul himself up on the cord and loop it before a Justice of the peace in the city that this act shall take effect, unleHS he was, at
the time such professionalservices were ren#80.000 per mile of line. The cosh cost of
flood had swept over this seotioa In many over his arm. After frantic efforts he be- where the party resides, except in the city
dered, duly qualified and registered as a mediplaces where residences stood scarcely a came exhausted, and hung at the end of the of Detroit,wUere complaint shall be made cal practitioner according to the several pro- all the railroads constructed in the United
board is left on the premises. The grass Is cord suspendedsolely by his two fingers, in the Recorder’s Court thereof, for such visions of this
States in the last three years didnot exceed
^
filled with dirt and sand, as if a muddy and sufferingexcruciating agony.
Sec. 6. The Supervisor.Township, Village or probably #30,000 to the mile, or #000,000,C00
refusal or neglect, and upon conviction
itv Clerk is
Is hereby authorized t« administer in all. It is safo to estimate that the actual
stream had poured over it An organized
Owing to tire jerking of the balloon the thereof said parent, guardian or other per- City
... cash expenditure upon all the railroads of
inovementwas made to care for tee wound- cord cut like a razor through the flesh to son, as the case 'may be, shall be punished the oaths requiredby this
Sec. 6. Whoever advertisesor holds himself the Urn led Btates within the last three
fid and
and appeals were made to the larger the bona In that’ situation Gratien was by a fine of not less than #10, nor more than
cities for aid, which weie answered with carried to the distance pf nearly four miles #.'5, or the court may, in its discretion, re- out to the public as authorized to practice medi- years did not exceed 81,050, 000,010, a sum
cine or surgery in this State, when in foot he Is
liberality.
at the height of 000 meters above the earth.
quire the person so convicted to give a bond not so authorized under the provisionsof this #078,040,842less than the increase, in the
The principal losses in tee city, as nearly Mdlla Albertine.overcome by the horror of in the penal sum of #100 with one or more act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, period named, of capital and indebtednees
as have been cstimuted, are as follows: the situation, tainted away and sank help- sureties to be approved by said court con- and on convictionthereof shall be liableto a of the severalcompanies. Of course such
Court-House unroofed and dome gone, less to the bottom of the car. As the air in ditioned that said person so convicted shall fine of not less than $6 nor more than $60 lor an enormous increaseof liabilitiesover cash
.
id part the balloon became cool it descended, but cause the child or children under his legal each offense.
#2,000; High-School
building, tower and
•allay is to be greatly regretted and is well
bumped against the earth In the midst of a charge or control, to attend at the un- Sec. 7. It shall be the duty of the Supervisor calculated to create distrust of all necurldense mass of thorny shrubbery. Gratien graded school within five days thereafter, and health officer of the Local Board of Health ties, good and bad
Congregational unuren, Bteepie
w; wa* not only stripped of his clothes, but his and remain at said school during the fall in each township,village, ward or city, to ennumber of passengers .transported
“The nt
railroaddepot unrwfferl round-houM-gmie, skin was literally torn in stripe iromhis term. Provided, That if said parent, or force this act
in 1882 on the railroads of the New England
Approved June 6, 1883.
group of State*,having a populationof
body as he was dragged for nearly half a guardian,' or other person in charge of said
Vanduzen^A1 ^Oo.,0 elevator*’ #10A0; mile through the thorny bramblea Borne child, shall prove inability to cause said
3,090,520, was 05,220,034-1number 103 times
T. Porton, elevator, #7,000; Har- peasants finally managed to out the cord
greater than Its whole population. The
child to attend said ungraded school then
Plain and to the Point
vester Works and machinery,#12, 0(K):
number transported in Massachusetts
Gratien appeared to be a mass of wounds, said parent, or guardian, or other person
J. 'M. Cole’s mill side and rooff off, mill and to be near bleeding to death. Strange
shall be discharged, and, sold Justice of the
V^emlen,”said the President of the 48.003,689, a number greater than for any
wrecked, and engine blown into the river, to say, he did not lose consciousness for a Peace or court shall, upon complaint of
other State The number transported tn the
Lime-Kiln
Club, as the meeting came
#3,000. Crescent creamery, #1.000; Cascade single instant He suffered no internal Inthat
Middle]
to order, with 218 members present, of 12,11
jry, and although his condition Is critical,
and Elder Toots ready for a two. hours’
e will probably recover.
v f.
When the rope waa cut and the balloon ceedto hear such complaint, and if said nap, “let yonr ©ouveraashnnbe plain elevated railroads, 119,088,597-a number
was freed from the weight of Gratien’s Justice of the Peace or court shall deter- an’ to de pint. Say what von mean, very nearly equaling ten times ite populahouses, with contents: #185,000;200 houses body, it again arose in the air carrying off mine that said child is a juvenile disordertion. The number transportedin the
yon say. I has noticed Southern group of states, haying a
damaged, #30,000. The total loss is #894, 00ft Mdlle. Albertina By singulargood fortune ly person, within the meaning of this act, an’
an' mean what
w
The eye.
cyclone
was first
heard of south of it soon landed in a marsh, and the lady at then said Justice of the Peaoe or court a tendency on dce part of sartin mem- populationof 12,265,910, wm 10.875,511. a
- -------Dodge Centre, thence east, striking Olm- last stood on terra firma. She was sorely shall thereupon sentence said ohlld to bers of disclnb to affect the Shaks- number 1,379,399 lees than the popiUation
•tead county in Balem township, where distressedin mind and badly scared, but the Reform School at Lansing or the
of this group The number transported on
perian style. I want it stopped. It the raflroaas of the Western aud SouthCyrus HalTs barn and^art othishouae were otherwise safe and sound.
Industrial Home for Girls at Adrian,
having a population of 20,as the case may be, for a term doan’ sound right in a man applyin’
farm°aiid Mt^ Donovan’s buildings were
not
exceeding
two
years, or un il said child whitewash or stove-blacking. How 182,825.wm 82,010,831— a number 4.1 timee
WONDERFUL THINGS.
fc away and several families injured,
shaR arrive at the age of ii* tors, unless many members of dis club know de greater than ite population; the low averdamage was done to farm property
age for this group arising from embracing
A Chinese yam in an Ithaca,(N. Y.) garden sooner discharged by the Board of Control
meanin’ of de.term: ‘Prognosticate
live stock. The storm then entered is growing at the rate of five inches a day.
of said Reform School or IndustrialHome
in it the
fcavJ
Rochester, taking a northwesterlycourse
for girls; provided, however, that such sen- towards de individuality,’an’ yet I h’ar
through the city. Three hundred In Bedford county, Va, there stands a tence be suspendedin the discretionof said it uttered a dozen times a day. What’s
houses are destroyed, and fully 200 chestnut tree that is twenty-sevenfeet Justice of the Peace or Judge of the Record- de use of a cull’d man aimin’ 10 shillin’i
damaged. The CongregationalLhorch around.
lation. The total number transjwrted^on
er's Court for such time m said child shall
where thirty-five children had just In Jefferson county, Mo., a parsnip fifty regularly attend school and properly deport a day remarkin’ dat he expects to con- all the railroads of the United States the
returned from a picnic,had the spire inohee long and fifteenInches in circumfer- himself.It is further providedthat if for descend to de irresponsibleendeavor last year, not including the New York elehurt ence was grown.
children were
w
^.190,7W-a numhar
any cause the parent, or guardian, or other when he kin just as well observe dat vated roads,
At the Tokay Vineyard, near Fayetteville, person having charge of any Juvenile dis- blackberriesam down to 15 cents per
N. 0. , is a vino 25 years old which has bore orderly person, as defined in this act, shall quart? If any of you hM an ideah dat
and has pot -been heard from. Olson and over 1(K) bushels of grapes.
fail to cause such juveniledisorderlyperson
his wife and daughter, of Canistee,Dodge
The mUM of railroad constructed in 1883
to attend such ungraded schools, then com- de use of sich words as bombastic,
The
Arctic raspberry is one of the smallest
bounty, were killed. Mr. Berg was killed
plaint against such juvenile disorderlyper- delirium tremens, Cicero or incon- were M,951. or 1,802 mllee
plants
known.
A
six-ounce
vial
will
hold
and hia farm buildings blown away. A tiie whole plant, branches, leaves and all
son may be made, heard, tried, and deter* sistency,elevates you in de mind 'of constructed in 1881. In the following etateyoung lady visiting Van Franche waa MtaUy
ment^ showing the to^talnumber of mUee^in
mined, in the same manner m jprovided for
A watkbmklon vine grown by the Roams in case the parent pleads inability to cause yonr naybnr, fan ia greatly mistaken.
Injured. In the town of 0t Charles the
cyclone rtrofc Job Thortntfton'. farm Brothers, of Harris county, Q* .I*
inTimle disorderly pferedn to attend When a man pom#s' to *# an’ wants to
IK30 to 1882. It needs to be explained
destroying the house, crops, and killing long, and it has produced 400 pounds pi Bach ungraded schools,and is further pro- borry two table-spoonfulsof 80-cent that the total here ___
Job Thorington and injuring oil tho famUv.
vided that ho child under ths age of 10 years green tea, kase de preacher am gwine number of miles completed Dec. 81, 1882,
Farm property .was much injured in Utica
A labob farm near Stockton, Cal, has tholl be sent to the Reform School
to be at his house to supper, let him
and in the southern part of Wabasha been completely cleaned of ite crops by
Sec IOi In case any child, whUe in at1 MM
M A
English companies, which hM ended from Bept. 80,
ppit it ri$ht out ^ in plain
plain English
minions of little birds no larger than a man’s
^terrible Occident ©wnintd between
1882, to June 80, 1883:
language, instead of heatin’ around
,
incorrigible,’-videos,
Rochester and Zlumbrota, on tae Rochester
The famons Bidweli Bar orange tree, in fuses to. obey any reasonable rule for
woods an’ <lnggiii’ in sneh words
and Northern division of the Chicago and
California, is twenty-five feet tall, and its governmentof said school the school abdicate, reaction, Ciesariam an’
road, by which about ICO
Northwestern
we
circumference. authoritiesmay direct said child to attend'
killed and wounded. trunk is forty-five inches in oircumfi
cahoots. If I had a son 20 y’ars ole, an’
at the ungraded school provided for in this
It bore last year 2,075, oranges. |
Bn account of the interruptionof the tele\a
act; and any such ohlld who after such re- he should oome home win his whitela
a
garden
at
Bowling
Green,
Ky.,
lip
graphic service at Rbobeste* no information,
quirement
shall be incorrigible,vicious in wash brush, op hfs; shoulder an’ inform
id be
till the arrival of a train bush that bears a large deep red rose, with
obtain'
could
be obtained
m#: dat de.-gratiflcaslmn
ob de foeontwo perfect small roses In the center which
m a
are minature copies of the big one.
Juvenile disorderly perron, under the pro- testible syntax had withdrawn its bombardment of de planetarydesklerashnn,
visions of sectionnine otthia act
be seriously hurt, and all, were taken to the
I shouJd riz np an’ put my. No. 12 agin
Sec.
lL*Wfce»Jt«DDeari
to
hospital [The train running ' at
nine and. a half ounces. Tho Smithsonian
him wid sich auxiliary reprebersibility
thorities
great apeSd- wm lifted from the rails Institution hM a model of this apple.
dat he would feel-lame fur six weeks.
and dashed to piecea A
Anotheb BUffd Tom hap come to astonish
furnished
bps been to the scene of
and plague the American public. A colored
books Mare

ythe

county seat of the county, waa wrecked.
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A large slock of

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

ROGERS, Editor.

H.

Saturday, September 1,

A FULL STOCK OF

Clothing, Hats and

Caps are rapidly disappearingat bottom

at

figures,

Oppositethe Post

Office.

Hardware

18j83.
Try the new cigars which we have just

Lippihoott’bMagazine for Septtmber

put in our case. They are elegant stack-

an attractivetable of contents, includ-

ers.

ing several articles of special interestAn

All

hu

tf.

JNO. PES8INK.

subject of an illustrated paper, in which

ment within 80 days from date, after that

make

"An Episode
of John Brown's Raid/* CuL A. E. Mc.
depicted. Under the

Ranters & Sods,

To be mid Inside of Thirty Days, regardless of

collector.

on account of an over stock.

cost,

Holland,

counsel he

was,

interesting

particulars In connection with the

tf

Canned goods are

“In

now

ALL GOODS FIRST-CLASS

sold at prices

ill-

Cm

lit.

For Sale.

Bus-

A good farm

consisting of 250 acres, 170

is

We

Territory before

tf

secure in lift

with

maintains

Interest. There are, as usual,

several

its

good

a beautiful frontispiece,

Cm

..

That

—

-

our old friend

and former towns-

man, Mr. W. W. Burke,

prospering, and

is

esteemed by the residents in the locality

In which his labors are located, Is evident

from the following which we clip from
the Rockjiort, Texas, Trarucript.As will

be seen Mr. Burke

is

a member of

some importance and is
a widespread reputation
as an able and honest contractor: “Mr. W.
W. Burke, of the firm of A. M. Shannon
& Co., who are employed in improving
Aransas Pass,, called upon us this week
rapidly gaining

gard to the effect the

work done at

re-

the

Pass will have upon the water there. He
tells us that he has no other

idea but that

1

We

Four and Eight Cent Counters will be Opened

also hare

Holland,

LESTER & WOLF.

Alabastine,

Haften, H. Wykbuizen, Mrs. A. Van Ry,
Estate of W. Van Deflaar, Rokus Kanters,
E. J. Harringtoo, Charles Scott, Andrew
Steketee,Cbatles A. Dutton, Wm. J. Scott,
Mrs. A. Lefebre, K. Scbaddelee, Maria
Torn, T. R. Beck, C. P. Becker, E. J.
Harrington,Jr., Frank
Royce, R.
Kanters, Jacob O. Docsburg, Gerry t Slenk,
First Reformed Church, Dallas M. Gee,
J.
Bosman, Elizabeth N. Parks,
Jacobus Rcboon, Derk te Roller, Jacobus
Nibbeliok, Jacob Van Patten,.Benjamine
Van Kaalte, John Roost, Herroioa Pessiok,

S

G. J.

Paint Brushes,

NARROW

Vapor Stoves,

Refrigerators, etc.
on hand, In endless variety, and
them at reasonable prices.

sell

W.

R.

R. Schiileman, Dingemau Vershure, YOU CANNOT
even now every Meindert Astra, Evert Everbard, Cornells
day, and that as soon as the work is fully Dok, J. H. Steglnk, C. P. Becker, John
completed,which will be in a few days, R. Kleyn, Isaac Cappon, G. W. Hopkins,
he believes, and in fact has no doubt, Hendrik Vechter, Hermanus Doeaburg,
and City of Holland.
that the Pass will improve so rapidly as to
You and each of you are hereby notified

J)0

1st, 1883.

BETTER THAN CALL AT

HEROLD’S

E.

<

who are friends to the
work. We know what work has been
done by A. M. Shannon & Co. on Aransas
Pass, has

been done

woll,

and we can

congratulateour people that they have

bad the work in honest hands. While
with us they made friends, and we woild
be glad to have any future work on
Aransas Pass, in the hands of as able and
as honest a

company as

is that

of A. M.

Bbannon & Co."

that special assessment rolls, for the Improving, grading and graveling of Ninth
street special assessment districthas been
reported by the Board of Assessors to the
common council of the city of Holland, and
filed in this office, and that the Common
Council has fixed upon the 18th day of September, A. D. 1888, at 7:80 p. m., at the
Common Council room, in said City, as
the time and place when and where they
will meet with the said Board of
Assessors to review said roll.
By order of the Common Council,
GEO. H. 81PP, atu CUrk.

BOOTS A SEOES
Yon

Reformed
7:80. Subjects:

Church, on Thursday, at

Moruiog, “Our Reasonable Service."
ternoon,

'

Afr|

"Communion.”

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
p.m. Preaching by
the Pastor, Rev. Thomas Walker Jones.
10:80 a.m., and 7:80

North, of Range 16 West, and fanning thence
Subjects: Morning, Communion Service, Booth 60 degrees 30 minotes East 141 rods, thence
South 85 degrees East 107 rods, thence East 152
Sacramental address. Evening, "God’s rods, thence North 88 degrees 80 minutes East
interview with Abraham.” Congregational 168 to a point where said line Interaects Pine
Creek, on the Southeast Hof the Southwest K
singing led by the choir. All are welcome. of Section6, Towu 5 North, of Range 15 West,
that I will then and there proceed to let conThird Reformed Church— Rev. . D. and
tracts foi the con«traction of the same by sections,
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30, a. m. as I have appointedand divided the same- Such
and 2 p.
Sunday School at 8:45. contracts to be let to the lowest responsible bidder
who will give adequate security to do the work ac
Prayer meeting, Thursday aveulug at 7:30. cording to the specificationsmade by me, and
Iu the moruing the services will be con- now remaining in my qfflee, within such time as
ducted by Rev. C. Kriekard,ol Roseland, shall bo specified in snch contracts, the undersigned reserving the right to reject any and all
III.; afternoon, Rev. E. C. Oggel, of
bids. Notice Is also hereby given that at the time
Chicago, will conduct the services.
and place of said lettingof contracts, the assessment of beneflU made by me will be subject to reFirst Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.-^ view.
Dated this 21st day of August, A. D 1883.
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. SunFRKD. L. 80UTER,
day school at 8:15. Subjects: Morning, ..
Drain Commissioner of the Township of Hol"The church of Christ judge of the eur 29-2w
positions of Scripture.” Afternoon, "The
angels of God mlnUtering Spirits.” Prayer
meeting al7:80: Theme, "Pure hearts."

m.

.
land.

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Services at 9:30 a. m., 2 and 7:80 p. m. The
services will be conducted by the theologies! student, Mr. Vos, of Grand Rapids.
Methodist Episcopal Church-f-Rev. T. T.
George, Pastor. Services at 10:80 a. -m.,
and 7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
Subjects: Morning, “Talents." Rev. A.
J. Benjamin, of Beloit, Wil, will preach
in the evening. All the seats are free.

m'

Our immense lot of Boots
are being sold cheap
t

at

80-tf

le,

from and after ibis date.

WILLEM WENTZEL/
Holland, August 81,

1888.

80-4w

Have just received

Mich. Adf

.

80th, 1888.

:2w

a

CO,

Dry Goods, Groceries, Etc.,
which they will sell

at the lowest prices.

Butter, Eggs, etc., etc.
#

Give us a

elegant

At tbe store opposite the “ City Mills.”

P.

Holland, March 28

PRIN8 A CO.

1888.

vv/.,

NOTIONS and
CROCKERY.

B.

^

^1 | Ml

.

OX EGUTH STREET,
Wm.

Holland. Mich., May

TEN HAGJEN.
10,

1866. 14-ly

and will not be undersold by anyone.

!

Call

and Examine.

14.

of charge,

WYNHOFF

18S8.

II

7-ly

-A.TSTD

%

L|

nj I

I
I

Buggies,

not. hid is sweeping oy, go ana
dare before yn die s.irnething
And a nice assortment of Buggiesfor Farmers
mighty and sublime leave bohind to conquer time ’’ 60 a- and Tradesmen are on the way coming.
week in your own town. $5unt
ALSO AGENT FOR

free. No risk. Everything

Capital not required. We will furnish yon

everything. Many are making fortunes.Ladles
make aa much as men, and boys and girls make
great pay. Reader, If you want business at which
yon ran make great pay all t^e time, write for
particulars to U. UALLKTT A CO.. Port laud.
Maine.

BATH PIATFORM SPRING WAGON

WORKS.
FLIEMAN.

Holland, Mich.,

J.
April 14, 1883. 20-ly

1883. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1883.

tuned in buiineM In
hare on h.nd

FRESH GOODS

CLOAKS & FARCY GOODS.

them

POOL ROOM OroolsLery
one door east of tbe City Bakery,

SET

Open and Top

L

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,

Our stock of

ness,

Better wagon in everyway,

Also keeps on band a line of

.'

•

winning

offershis superior made wagons Jusk as cheap as
anybody self them in Zeeland, and claims that
they are a

juit

of the beat quality, and we will aell
at current market prices.

—

store-

only.

8-ly

-^^dealers in^*—

Is

my

,

CHIM TEA

Holland, June

A, we have

.

Farmers.

J. Flieman

purchasing

Goods delivered free

Call!

UR munuiuu u,

connectionwith my place of bosinesi.

the chance

Our popular wagos manufacturer

pSLTsI

Highest market prices paid for

CHOICE LIQUORS

in

is

for

and complete line of

Baking Powder at
an

DRY GOODS.

large and very fitte

White Goods,

will stand a chance of

new stock of

GROCERIES,

A

How

CROCKERY

new.

Don't fail to drop into my place of busi-

Between the Post Office and Depot, on
Tuesday, a silver breastpin, In the form of
M umbrella. The finder wilf be suitably
rewarded by leaving 4t at J. C. Poet'll

^LLAMD,

•

TOBACCOS, CIGARS,

.!

Lost.

fall

fit

contractedby

notice that I will then and there, at the time of the
lettingof snch contracts,be present tp review all
assessmentof benefitsupon tbe lands upon which
said drain is to be constructed, and assessed for
the consrrnatlon thereof.
Dated at Blmdon, this 18th day of Angnst,A. D.
HORACE B. ATWOOD,
Township Drain Commissioner for the Township of B endon, in the County of Ottawa.

Etc,, in endless variety.
A

PRUTS A

FEW

as

Skirts, Hosiery.

^^dealer in—*—

Notice.

Mrs. Mark

P.

Office.

known

WYNHOFF

B.

Every person

Oppositethe Post

wife Margaret, formerly

going on in the stock of

Dress Goods, Table Linens

FIRM!

hereby given, that on the 10th day of

September, A D. 1888. at 10 o’clock In the
forenoon,at the honse of B. De Haan. In' the
Township of Blendon, in the County of Ottawa,I
will be present for the purpose of leUlngjmotracts
for the construction of a drain in said Township,
described as follows: Commencing at a point oa
the North line of Section 19, Town 6 North. Range
14 West. 70 rods East of tbe H post on said line,
and runs West along said Section line 284 rods to
the Northwest corner of said Section 19. The
above described line being the North bounds of
the fichutt Drain, of Blendon Township, the
width of said drain le three teet on the bottom,
and elope of eides 8 inches to one foot rlfty the
depth of said drain Is 2# feet at the commencement and at other points as marked on the grade
stakes; that at that time I will ley contractsfor
the construction of said drain hr sections,to the
lowest responsible bidder or bidders. Also take

1888.

1

Kotlce is hereby givdo tbit I will not

iv

Is

always on hand.

in thi. city, we

bills

Is

XTOTICB

at the store of

E.HEROLD

LESTER A WOLF,

be responsible for any

Genuine Cyclone

Holland. Mich., April 6, 1888.

and Shoes

-

Drain

sec the stones I will send them to you, This letter bears date “Dalton. Mass., Feb. 6th, and is
signed "Peter Lqwler.’’The atones, wnich are ao
large as to warrant for “Kennedy’sFavorite Remedy“ the claim that it Is the most successful sped
fle forStone yet discovered, are now in Dr. Kennedy’s possession.Incidentally Mr. Lawler also
atatea that the “Favorite Remedy’’ at the same
time cured him of a stuborn case of RhenmatUra ;
and it Is a fact tbat in all offectionsarising ont of
disorder of the liver or nrlnary erganait ia a searching remedy and works marvellousbenente. It is
in itself almost a medicine chest. Order it of your
druggist. Price $1.00 a bottle.

t

NO. 46, EIGHTH STREET.

NEW

Having latelyreopened the “City Meat Market’’
the First Ward, we kindly Invite the citizens

1883.

Dry Goods & Groceries,

Slippers.

WM. TEN HAGEN

-AND*

in

Lawler called on Dr. Kennedy. Sounding him the chased of ns, is perfectly pure and of fine qualily.
doctor “strnck stone.’’ Me decided that Mr. LawG.J.VANDURENACO.
ler anould first try the “Favorite Remedy,’’ so aa,
HoLLAXD,Mlcb.,Feb. 15.
tif possible, to avoid an operation. And here Is the
remarkable result: “Dear Doctor Kennedy-The
day after I came home I passed two gravel stones,
Notice.
and am doing nicely now. If you wonldjllke to

CALL AND SEE US

TOTICE 1§ hereby given that I. Fred. L. Sonter,
^ H Township Drain CommiaMonerof the Township of Holland, Connty of Ottawa, will, on the
4th dav of September,A. D. 1883. at the hooee of
Mre. D. O’Brien, in said Township, at 10 o’clock in
the forenoon, meet parties for the purpose of letting contracts for the construction of a drain in
said Township, known as Drain No, 86 of said
Township, described as follows; Commencing at
a point 26 chains Sonth and 16 48-100 chains West,
of the Northeastcorner of Section 2. of Town &

Stone in the Blad-

always find a well selected stock of

Fine Shoes, Boots, and

Drain Notice.

Sunday School 3:80. Weekly

prayer meeting with the Third

will

Ladies and Gentlemens

Steffens,Pastor. Services at 9:80 a. in.,

m.

your-

Repairing neatly and promptly
done.

Church Items with the Services for
To-morrow,
First Reformed Church, Rev. N. M.
and 2 p.

-for

DKRVEERE.

of this city to glye ns a “call.”
Stone lu the Bladder Is a very dangerous ailment;
We Intend to keep onr market snpplied with the
but many most remarkablecures have of late been
wrought by “Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy’’-the best and choicest meats that can be procured.
invention of Dr. Kennedy of Rondont, N. Y. Another striking esse Is now added to the list. Mr.
Peter Lawler, of Dalton, Mass., sUtes in a letter
We make
to Dr. Kennedy that he had been troubled with
bladder complaint for 14 years, and had cousuited
at differenttimes seven physicians; but nothing
beyond temporaryallayment of ihe pain had been
worked. Towards the end ol last January Mr. and can assure onr patrons that the Latdpn&

KANTERS & SONS.

Holland, Mich., May

of

ber— Large Stones Removed by Kennedy's Favorite Remedy.
From the PUUIMd (Mast.) Emit.

Garden Tools,

we

Wm. VAN

G.J.VANDUREN& CO., Prop’s
Marvellous Gore

Always

DURBN.

City Meat Market,

ETO-, ETO., ETC.

Oil &

VAN

ESCAPE,

White Wash Brushes,

the water is deepening

astonish many

!

Tq parties wishing to engoge io business we will sell whole stock and fixturesat a
bargain and on easy terms.

-

*

Wm. Ten Hage, Jacelmioa Westveer,

tractingfirm of

and gave some encouraging news with

> -

Bakery.

John Alberti, Robert B. Best, Pieter
Koniug, Roelof Oostema, Klaas Van

a con-

W. ROSM AN’S BUILDING.

cheaper paints for barna, fences, and onthomes.

of
)
Clerk’s Office August 29th, 1883. j
To E. D. Blsir, Isaac Kramer, Willemins Boot, Eogbertu^ Van Der Veen, Mrs.
C. Schols, Wm. Verbeek,Simon Reidsema,
Bonsje L. Geerlings,H. Meyer, Nina
Knuing, H. Meyer & Co., Steketee & Bog,
Dirk R. Meengs, P. &. E. Winter, Mrs.
W. C. Nibbeliok, Dirkje Hofmao, Antonie
Meerman, Hermanus Boone, John Pessiok,

things in the "Monthly

J.

warranty we endone In erery particular,where

Special Assessors Notice.

Gossip.” JAppincotCi is always emphatically readable.

Cm

STORE OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE.

caitomer by the Pitkin Paint Company, which

nice lot of water melons at the

ized. “The Jewel In the Lotos," which
is illustrated

Pis

used according to directions.

had been legallyorgan-

WHOLESALE COST!

of all colon. This paint Is warranted to the

Fine fresh celery just received,also a

were made
It

remember

the celebrated

lit ltd

80-tf

the bold and stringent measures by which
life and property

also hare the exclmlre tale, for Holland and

rlclnltjr, of

•

and warranted at reipresented. Come early while assortment is good, and
that al [goods will be sold from 25 to 80 per cent less than

Bakry.

an anonymous production, but acres improved land with fruit ol all klods
apparently from the pen of an English on the premises. The land is located
writer well acquainted with Carlyle, about 4 miles northwestof this city. Will
Bishop Wilberforce, aqd Beaconstield, » sold on easy terms. Inoulre at the
News OrFiOE, or of James Uornford,at
who are introduced as parties in a collo- the place.
quy which takes place in a sort of purgaHolland, Mich., Aug. 7, ’88. 27-8m
tory, as indicated by the title and a quoOur 5, 8, and 10 cent counters cannot
tation from Dante. “Five Graves in
Montana," ty 8. B. Griffin, editor of the be beaten. Call and aee them.
TESTER A WOLF,
Bprlngfleld Republican, traces the history
Opposite the Post Office.
of a notorious gang of “road agents," and
pense”

,A.

hare the excloeireaalo, for Holland and

lower than has ever been heard of at the

starred expedition, and the state of public
feeling in the border country.

We

28-tf.

rlrinltj.of the celebrated

Clare gives an account of the singular ad-

CapL Cook, whose
and brings to light many

Mich.

^

Dirk R. Mekngs.

of

title

ventures of

my

aMSnoos,

featuresof seaside life that will be time I shall give all unsettled claims into

novel to American readers are amusingly the hands of a

‘

Clothing, Mors, Boots

AND HATS AND CAPS AT HOLLAND.

L

satisfactory settle-

Ms,

Ot Dry

parties indebted to the undersigned

are requested to

is

; 9

prices that defy competitionat

at

Italian w&teringplace, “Viareggio,”la the

many

GREAT SLAUGHTER!

i

LESTER & WOLF,

80-tf

complete and we

BUTTER

sell

at bottom

figures.

and EGGS.

We

will pay market prices for Butter and
Eggs; also will bay Grain, Potatoes,

Flower*, Ribbons, Dress and Trimming .Silk, Satin Velvets, Crape, Embroidery,.Neckwear, Laces, Veiling,
Ornament*, Uounamer' Circulars, Dolmans,
Jacket*, Coreetn, Bustles, Hoopskirts.
A

full

Hoe

of lofant's

Wear.

Infant’aRube* and Cloaks,

a

specially.

Seeds, etc., etc.

OAXX*

AND
BEE X78.
TIB BTRKBTBI CO.
PI

BeuAM,

Ml*., Jaly

It,

W*.

A

Ml-

L &

S.

VAN DEN BERGE,

STOKTK STREET.

If

•

aoisXsJk

sro. **xoh.

1
Read John

JOTTINGS,

Mr. H.
'fas public schools will open up again

last

on Monday next

tion that is asked

Boone returned from

week with

A wise man

squirrel shooting ? Is the ques-

Going

everyone now-a-day

A

Illinois

August 1st

is like a pin: his

far.

head pre-

nice large baby boy put

in

an ap^

Wm.

Rev. C. Van Oostenbbuggb and fam«

A

friends in this city.

Foub

cottage sites have been sold at

Ashland, Wis.

\

fbuit train leaves this

'y/

city daily for

at

Chicago

at 4 o’clock next

in course of construction in this

We

for rent.

J. A.

dr Brutn, of
who has

lands, the minister

l.,,,,,..,

111.

Yestebdat, Friday, the teachers and
officersof Hope Church Sunday School

expectedto arrive shortly.

Mb. D. R.

who

its

town.

caused loss of
five

ULSTERS, ULSTERETTES,

life

Mekngs desires

FALHTOTS, JHESE’STS,

in Java has

amoouUog to

seventy-

thousand persons.

Try

Detroit

Eming

Journal is a

new

And Walking Jackets
!i Plub, Sttii

it.

all parties

1888, by Rev. J. Meulendyk,

At the recent re-unton of the Soldiers’ expense. See notice in another colnmn.
of Holland./
extends its con
and Sailors Associationof southwestern
gratulationsio the happy pair.X
Those yonng ladies who appear on our
Michigan, D. B. K. Van Raalte of this
main
streets in loose "Mother Hubbard”
We are pleased to state that John Oggel,
city, was elected Vice-President
for this
gowns
look as though they had just got who wta injured at the Standard Roller
county.
out of bed and left home in too big a Mills last week, Is getting along nicely.

'iBU

Last Saturday some

sixty-fivepeople hurry.

spending the day

ing

in the pleasures

abound-

Dr. R. B. Best reports that his

Mrs. James Ten Eyck and Miss Sarah
Ledehoer, of Falrview, JM., are visiting

and returned in the evening
the family of Mr. D.
please^ with our summer resort.

there,

highly

B. K.

Van

Raalte.

wound

is

hetliog nicely and that, in all probability,
his

ployees of the American Express Com-

!

On Monday, August 27, we will have on exhibition the
Largest and best selected Line of the above named Goods,
ever shown in Grand Rapids.

arm will be preserved.

* Mr. A. W. Taylor was

re-elected sec-

W.

W.

Howlktt, the gentleman in

charge of the freighthouse of

tained at his gallery.

Fans and Berlin FasHons

latest

Miss Ledehoer has accepted a position as retary of the Board of School Examiners
at its meeting on Tuesday of the present
Two gentlemen shot and killed twenty- teacher in our Pnblic Schools.
week. His post office address hereafter
two squirrels,one pigeon, and a large owl
Our photographer,B. P. Higgins, with will be Coopersvillp.Mrs. A. V. Weathlast Thursday in the woods near the Park.
commendableenterprisetook a picture of
erwax was also re-electedas a member of
This is a pretty good days bunt and the
the U. S. Revenue Cutter, Andrew John
the Board.
record has yet to be beaten in this locality-.
son, when she was in this port recently.
Last Saturday quite a party of the em- The picture is a good one and can be ob-

Bum,

OttonuSik,StocMi, Plus ui Siigntl

OUT AND TRIHMED HT THE

Married:— On Wednesday, August 22,
Mr. Henry
trouble and
L. Schepers to Miss Lizzie Schaao, bo

are indebted to him to call and settle

their accounts, ho as to avoid

from Fennville visited Macatawa Park,

DOLMANS, RUSSIAN CIRCULARS,

CLOAKS.

enjoyed the day picoiclng at the Park.

The

been called

new stock of

of our

T11

«» Sllrer Creek,

Tbi Cedar Springs Jfo# issues a seminewspaper venture in Detroit. The first
annual edition this week, Containing a
issue will be given to thejpnblic on Monquite lengthy account of the growth and
day next. It will be two cents a copy.

the Nether prosperity of

by the Holland ChristianRef. Church o
this city, is

longer and people can

abandon the three-centletter postage.
Two cents will then pay the bill.

are given to understand that they will be

Grand opening

three weeks visit to

states that volcanic eruptioos

Four weeks

city.

a

Dispatches dated London, August 80,

morning.

the Park this week to partieswho intend

W & notice that several new houses are

from

3 o’clock p. m., arrivingin

Chicago

building cottages there next year.

Rev.

Diena Bosman returned last

1
In
week,

Miss Francis and Kitty Brouwer reMond.y from . four

visit to

1884.

week.
j. Miss

turned lut

City, N. J., this

Stadlt

%•« AM OftAWednesday
•

of Stevens Point, Wis., are visiting

FOB 1888 AND

Tidal waves destroyed $200,000worth

f.

of property at AUantic

Last Thursday a pleasure yacht came pearance at the home of Mr.
yesterday morning.
into this port with a party of excursionists
from Chicago.

WINTER FASHIONS

FALL and

there were 6,213 telephones

in use in this State.

'

ily,

are beginning to assume i

purple Hot.

fifteen fine horses.

vents him from going too

j

Grapes

Pessink’s special notices.

Having carried NO Cloaks over from LAST YEAR,
our Entire Stock is new and comprises all the Latest Styles
of Foreign and Domestic Manufacture. Ladies’ Cloaks of
every description, from $4,00 to $60.00. Childrens’ and
Misses’ Cloaks in great variety, from $2.60 to $15.00. Having spent two weeks among the largest manufacturers In the
Eastern markets, and placed our orders early, will enable us

Chicago

the

and West Mich. R'y at this station, spent to give our customers all the newest designs the market propany came to this city and visited the
The Teachers and the Bible Classes of
PRICES.
do not expect
Park. Th8y remained over Sunday and the First Reformed Church of Grand a few days this week visiting friends in duces, at the very
St. Joseph. During his absence Geo.
report having enjoyed themselves immenRapids, and their friends,in all numberHunt acted as cashier and discharged purchasers so early in the season, but will be pleased to
sely.
ing about one hundred and twenty-five,
the duties all satisfactory.
show .our stock and prices in order to convince Patrons
came to this city lust Thursday and went
Messrs. Boot & Kramer had on exhito Macatawa Park picnlcing.A good
List of letters remaining in the Post where they can spend their money to the best advantage
bition this week a hen’s egg that weighed
time is reported.
Office at Holland,Mich., Aug. 80th, 1888:
when in want of Cloaks or any other Dry Goods.
3^ ounces and measured^ the long way,
„—
^
Mrs. John W. Ackley, Curtis 8. Bpnjimy,
7% inches, and
inches in clrcumLast TuMday a gang of men appeared .olin navis, Thomas J. Hopkins, Miss
frence. The egg was laid by a black
in our city and pnl up the wire for Ihe fizzle Hanly, Miss Jennie Leland, Mr. G.
Spanish hen owned by Mr. N. Hanson, |of
telephone line between this place and I'homns, C. Y. Young, Mrs, Eliza Latro.
this city.
Grand Rapids. The first “Hello” that
Wm. Vehbeek, P. M.
Canal aid Bronson Sts., Grand Rapids, ich.

LOWEST

.

was

J

was

F.

resounded across the wire was at /
To-morrow evening Rev. A. J. Benjaabout 12 o’clock M. The general office ( IT is not generallyknown that State
min, of Beloit, Wis., will preach in the
for the present is located a) the post office^/ Senators End Representatives
have each
MethoSistChurch of this city. Mr. Benthe appointment of two studentsto the
jamin is well known in this place, having
Through the kindness of Mr. J. Krui- State Normal school, hut it is so. Such
^formerly been a student at Hope College,
donier we are enabled to give our renders students will be entitled’ to its instruction
and we bespeak a large attendanceof his the school census, which has just been
free of charge. The school opens on the
old friends and acquaintances at the completed by him, and is as follows: In
12th of Sept, and it is desirablethat all
church to-morrovinight.
the First Ward, 312 children; Second those wishing to avail themselvesof its
Ward, 168; Third Ward, 406; Fourth advantagesshould apply at once.
Last Tuesday such a large number of
Ward, 175, making a total of 1,046 childpeople arrived from Grand Rapids, bound
Last Sunday evening, between eight'
ren in the city. This is a small Increase
for Macatawa Park, that our busses were
and nine o’clock, five prisonersescaped

'

We

-

W. WURZBURG,

GEO. I. McCLURE,
Hate received a new atook of

-^-DealerIn-*-

Sewing Machines,

DRY 600DS,
NOTIONS, ETC.,

Wheeler& Wilson, Singer,

— ‘-consisting of-*-

over the census of last year.

not large enough to convey them to the

dock in^tlme for the 11:86 boat, Our
drays were brought into use and carried
the people in great style to the boat,

af-

fording a great deal of amusement

for

those who chanced to wituess the scene.

Last Wednesdaythe United Slates tug

Graham came

into this port, having on

from the county

An exchange remarks

that the greed-

of Mr. C.

going on under charge

K. Coates. Four hundred and

and the White,

and dig-

floor

a.

$feig of all Sewing Machines
le world.

SheriffVaupell offers a reward of $50 each
premises, before the non-subscriber^pounces
upon it, and never lets up till the last for the return of the four first named, and
line is read, and then, perhaps will cast

it

every effort is bring

The BoaM of
this

School Examiners for

county were present In our city yes-

made foj

and the beet in

Also agent for

eber, Fischer,

Decker & Son,

Pease, Krannach

& Bach,

•

This localitywas visited by Jack Froet
Sunday night.

Estey, Chase,

picket

the depot

OH.C3r-A.3V JS

HUNTLEY,

however. Business at the office Friday commencing next Monday, at least
morning- was somewhat delayed on ac- weeks of which shall be consecutive, If

ished and completed.

The

time honored charivariwas duly

observed the other day, in the otherwise
quiet neighboringborgh of Noordeloos,
and in its train followed the nsoal unpleasant and disgracefulresults. The

money which was* obtained through
affair*

was invested in lager

lager beer in tarn found its

the

way

into the

compromise of a felony for one hundred

six seemed to be well appreciated by our citithe zens.

Rev. and Mrs. A. J.. Benjamin are viason will permit such attendance, or If not Uing with their parents. They will return
to Beloit, Wis., their field of labor next
otherwise taught at home or in a private
week.
school in such branches as are usually
The younger child of Mr. and Mrs.
taught In our public schools, and making
De Krulf died last Sunday morning. The
it unlavffulfor any person, company or
funeral services, on Tuesday afternoon
corporation to employ for labor In any were conducted by Revs. Kremer
business,peraoos between the ages of Benjamin.

and the eight and fourteen yean who have not

kinds of buildings

fin-

lect to do to, and the police, board of edQurrt an excitementwas created In our
inof- ucation, and districtschool officers are al- village last Thursday night bv a fight befensive members of the crowd, complaint to expected to see that the regulation! ol tween our villagemarshal and A. Kulte, of
Holland. An old grodge and too much
and arrest for assault and battery, and five the law are properly enforced. Those

most

whisky seems to have oansed all. Kuite
think their inalienable was arrested, but plead “not guilty” to
rights are being imposed upon by the act, the charge of resisting an officer. The
are cautioned that if thay refuse to obey time for his examination before Justice
Deo Herder, was set at 12 m., Friday,
the auiboritlee In the natter of attending
Angnst 81. It Is hoped that “ Bob ” will
school, the reform school or industrial receive a good lesson that will prove profithome Is open for then.
able to
#%

offenders fined fifty dollars; third, a gov- youngsters

ernment

official turning bis poet office Into

a lager beer hall, in danger of letlng his
position, and laying himself liable

lobe

farther proeecuted tor handling liquor In
violation of the law.

1888.

-Dealer in-

Jewelry. Watches,

DIAMONDS,
Silnmn, fliMnn, ud fucj Sook
1 have engaged the services of Mr. N.
Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
mechanic, who will do the repairingof
watches, so that onr work can be war-

H.

Planing and Re-sawing

ranted.

done on short notice.

All the

Stairs, Hand

Ruling, Sash,

Doors, Blinds,

to be

Goods are warranted
just as represented.

Nouldings,
X will

Brackets, etc.

who

him.

also keep on head a foil line of

made and

SPECTACLES

dollars; second, a promiscuous and boisterous assault upon one of the

10,

The moat

Important social event of the
ceived instruction as above provided. season was the reception given by Mr. and
ParenU and guardians are imperatively Mrs. P. Beniamin at the marriageof their
daughter Dora to Mr. P. Brusse. Mr. and
requiredto carry out the provisionsof Mrs. P. Brusse were the recipients of
this law, under severe penalties for neg- many elegant and valuable presents.
re-

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Otto Breyman

all

bodily and mental Conditionof the per-

beer,

hoys. Summary:. First, tearing down
of fences, shooting by fence owner and

G.

Holland, Mich., May

tendance. This law provides 'that ail

on

biljs being lost in the rain.

, always on hand.

Zeeland Items,

Estimates given for

count of way

G-rooeries

.

Our public school will open on Monpersons between the ages of eight and day, Sept. 3rd.
fire by a lamp that was burning in the fourteenyears mast receive at least four
The Zeeland Cornet Band gave an open
office. The flames were soon extinguished months' instruction in a public school,
air concert last Wednesday evening which
set

Felt Hats.

A fresh stock of

tion<

whole end of

Etc.

Fallow,

Tailor &

JAS.

and the building was

RIBBONS,

'

17-ly

in

.

SUMMER UNDERWARE,PARASOLS,

Our farmers have nearly done thresh«cdge and Will be rebuilt this fall. Var- cants were present, three for second grade
ious other improvmentsare also to be and the remainder for third grade certifi- ing and are busy making preparations for
Flense call, examine goods, and ascertain pricea
fall aowing.
made this season. Mr. Coates reports cates. At the examination held on the
and terms before purchasing elsewhere.
Mr. Melvin has left this portion of the
nine feet of water on the shoal places In two previous days at Coopersville, thirtyGEO. T. McULUBE,
country and has nought a farm at Big
Cor. of Eleventhand Klver street#,
*tbe channel.
nine applicants appeared, three for first Rapids. We wish him success in his new
Holland, Mich
grade, two for second grade, and the re- home.
L/ftT 'Thursdaynight as the evening mainder for third grade ccitificates.
Mr. Lyons is clearing the site for K
mill. Mr. Nnrrington is building a wing
freight train was backing down around
the “Y,” the train, on account of a mis*
As the time has arrived when the on his residence, and Mr. Aaron Cady is
building an addition to his house. Mr.
placed switch, ran on to the track that youngsterswill wash and comb up, take Barlow is about to build a new house.
onds at the north end of the freightdepot, their books and hie away to school, atten- This speaks well for building in this sec
Jerry.
breaking the end post and running into tion should be directed to the law passed

was broken

WHITE GOODS,
GLOVES,

Nuby Straw Goods and

last

and

large assortment of

WHITE and
COLORED COR8ET8,
BUTTONS,

-And the-*

Mr. Abbot has got his lath
upper works of the north terday and to-day examining applicants
pier have been taken off to the water’s for a teachers certificate.Thirty appli- mill in running order.

ing things. The

A
HOSIERY,

their ca;

West Olive Items,

fifty feet of the

the freightoffice and generally demolish- by the legislature relative to school at-

Dress Goods, Table Linen,
Summer Shawls, Skirts,
and Gossameres.

ture.

Mower, Assistant Engineer,to inspect the

now

Grand Haven, by

man after a local newspaper is the ging out under the foundation of the
one who is too mean to subscribe. He is building. Their names are: Edward Lisalways in waiting for the latest paper, comb, Frank Hathaway, Alfred Plant,
and it is not two minutes on the owners Webster Lawrence, and Hubart Donkcr.
iest

board Capt. D. W. Lockwood, U. 8. En- aAide with the remark, that he could make
gineer of Harbor Works, and Capt. S. C.
& belter paper himself.
harbor work

jail at

removing a portion of the

furnished.

—and
Office and

shop on Rioer Street,

near the oomer of Tenth

a—

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

Street,

Come and examine our
JAB.

HUNTLEY.

O.

Holland, May

27,

1888.

stock,

troubls to show Goods.

Holland, Mich., Jan.

1.

BREYMAN.
1883.

4M?

i
!

-^v

V-rv:

nv^r-'“

iT^Tiyaf

^tT

I

PITH ARD POINT.

slightly about the 'failure of Mrs.
The Shooting of Schwindelhofc
Kingsley’s well-known intention of re- Jacob Schwindelhofifhad a miunder[From Carl Pretzel'sWeekly 1
vising the order of thihgs after mar- standing with Maj. Nichols, an Austin
The bricklayers’ assistant has a hoe
riage. Some said they always knew he lawyer* Very severe language was used time of it.would convert her to his economical by both parties, and Schwindelhoft hit
The cSctor’s wife sings, “Simply to
views before she converted him to her the Majot with hia umbrella. Mutual
thepiller’Icling."
extravagant ones. And though Helen friends prevented any further hostili• A woman is a glazier when she arhas no desire to have it thought she ties. The Major, however, remarked
yielded ever so slightly to his wishes at the time that he would “get even” ranges her sash with pains.
m such matters,yet for very shame she with Jacob. Getting even in Texas Kentucky has more men of mark
it'well content that. Her friends shall | means planting one or more bullets in (X) than any other State.
believe things to be as they imagine the body of the party of the second
Women are fond of arms. They
than learn that truth which she strives part.
always want them around them.
Schwindelhoff was in great dread of
so laboriously to conceal— Chicago
England is the mtfther country.
Maj. Niobols, having reason to believe
Ledger.
The North pole must be the farther.
that the latter would shoot him' when* A funeral note is usually without
The Power of Water.
ever opportunity offered.' A braml of
interest
to those for whom it is uttered.
The evening carnet. . Miss Hunt radiThe propertiesof water are only par- gloomy, low-spirited woe'settled around
A
customer
asked his butcher for
ant in a beautiful costume of velvet and tially understoodby those who have him, and he advertised his stock of
Your eves had a swimming glory, Jeannette,
Bevealingthe old, dear story, my potj
lace, Miss Kenwood ^harming in pink never seen it under high pressure. The. “clodings” to be closed out —
something
to
grease
his saw with. “All
at cost.
----They ^re g^y. with th^ chsstened|ln2eof the prepe and diamonds,
and J^ertn
diamonds,\, And
Hjelen claa,.
clad -Virginia City Water Company gets its Yesterday morning the Major, before right, “ said the butcher, “I guess that’ll
WheA the iirout isaitf'auicttstia snip theHA simdly • In plain greUadine, ’were-pre* sfapply from Marlette. lake, on the going to the postoflice,filled the large suet.”
And they matched with your gol'iendiair. 8ented to the august gentleman. His Tahoe aide of the mountain. It gets it I pipe that he always smokes. He filled
Pastry cooks have no union of hearts
Yonr Ups-but I have no words, Jeannette- calm, gentle eyes rested admiringly on through bv a long tunnel, is then on it with tobacco that he keeps loose in a- and rates. If they had they would be
They were fresh as, tt* twitter ^binls, rar pet
Hia nftme waa jAaUtotlV af- the crest ol a high mountain opposite drawer. He filled the pipe without
sailed pie-rates.
, v;i
filed to their mdai but for one dance Mount Davidson, with Washoe valley looking into the drawer* and, without
Those who fondly cling to the theory
And they snited your golden, brown hair, my only.
between. To cross this valley by a knowing it, he got into the pipe a pis- of cremation can now siag, “Will you
.1 ‘i. I He did his duty in that respect all flume would be almost impossible,so tol-cartridge, one of a number that he
love me when 1 mold ?”
Oh, yon tangled my life in yonr hair, Jeannette! evening,but Helen fancied he looked the water is carried down the mountain | had thrown into the drawer the day beThe general public is very ignorant
Twas a silken and
. #Knuch relieved when it was all over.
side to the bottom, and crosses under fore.
regarding
the manufacture of glass ; but.
r “These millionaire*don’t seem to the V. & T. railroad track*, on the All unconscious of the presence of the
after
it is made they see through it
The rights continue yonr slave evfr'more,
care much for dancing,* remarked Miss divide between Washoe and Eagle val
latent blast in the pipe, the Major
With my fingers enmeshed in yonr hair, my Hunt, a young lady whose education,
readily.
leys, then up again ..to the required strode down to the postoffice.
pet.
not* unlike that of many a society height in iron pipes. . The depression
Medical men recommend iron to
Unconsciousof the presence of Maj.
Thus ever I dresm whst yon were, Jeannette,
woman, laid rather in her heels than in created in the line of carriageis 1,120 Nichols,Mr. Jacob Schwindelhoff also young ladies as an appetizer. Men of
With your lips and your eyes and your hair, my
her head.
feet, and the pressure on the pipes is strolled along toward the postoffice. more common sense and less culture
In tbedarkness of desolate yean I moan.
“Yes, he seemed ibore bored than UVV
As Jacob turned the corner of ~Sophtv the square auvu*
v/oav# i aw
— recommend washing.
800 J/vmuuo
pounds to
inch. One
And my tears fall bitterlyover the stone
otherwise,”said Helen, to whom the re- pipe is eleven inches in diameter, and is rino street his eye caught the form 0
What is the differencebetween an
That covers your goldeft hair, my pet.
mark was addressed.
quarter-inch iron, lap-welded,and his mortal enemy coming after him at a alligatorand a gambler? One snaps
It was soon perceived by the wise eighteen feet long, with screw joints, rapid pace. Jacob quickenedhis step, his jaws and takes you all in, and the
ones that the new-comer’s attentions, There is little trouble from it ; but the but he had not gone twenty yards before other snaps his claws and takes your
An Innocent Deceiver.
though apparently distributed very other, which is twelve inches in bing went the Major’s pipe into frag- pocket in.
BY KEN’RIDGE.
evenfy among the many young friends diameter and is riveted pipe, makes ments. The Major was astonished ant
A medical paper says a girl ought
O. Ashley, were bestowed
.. with
......
of Mrs.
more or less trouble all the time. The scared. Schwindelhoff was not aston- not to sit on one leg. It ain’t often I
“My dear, you certainly look charm- muoh earnestness and sincerityupon pipe is laid with the seam down, and ished for he had been expecting and
agree with medical articles, but this
ing,” said Mrs/ Seymour, “but— but— ” Miss Seymour. The young lady her- whenever a crack is made by the frost fearing that the Major would shoot at
one hits me plumb. It is very tiresome
“But what, mamma?” asked the BOif wft8 not slow to perceive it, while or sun warping it, or from any other | him on sight.
on the young man, and not a square
daughter, querulously, turning away Mrs. Seymour inwardly congratulated cause, the steam pours forth with
“ Scared, did you say?” We
should
from the Ipng, broad mirror as she herself upon the soundness of the ad- tremendous force. If the joint is sav so. He never looked back. He deal, anyway.
* “My son,” asked a Sunday-school
I vice gn§Bu regarding the much-despised
broken open, of course the whole stream kn*w that he had been shot at by the
teacher, “What do you know of the
“Your dress is — -well, just a little loud, 1 costume,
is loose and goes tearing down the Major. Shielding the back of his
is it not? The Colonel’s taste is for
“I know he’ll propose soon,” she mountain, but usually the escape is head with his hands he ran like au proverb regarding people who live in
subdued colors, I fancy, ard if you are Baid to Helen, one afternoonas they sat very small. The break last week was ostrich, and as he ran he lifted up his glass houses?” “1 don’t know nothin’,”
to make a conquest you had better go on the long, low porch opposite to less than five-eighthsof an inch in voice and howled until the echoes of was the response, “about the proverb;
provided with the best weapons, had whioh lay the narrow pathway bordered diameter, and yet the water in the his lamentations could be heard as they but I know that people who five in
you
with roses which ran up from the gate. flume was lowered an inch and a half were thrown back from the bluff across glass houses ottent to lay a-bed late in
“Would you rather see me in that | “It'll take time to rid him of his ab- by it, and the pressure went down the river, • “Oh, mine Gott, I vas shot the morning unless they pull down the
miserable dress than in this— the one surd notions-rof that I’m sure," she fifteen or twenty pounds. Capt. Over- dead in de back. Maj. Nichols, the blinds.”
I’ve set my heart on wearing for the last continued.“You can see he is very set ton says that fifty inches of water went tam scoundrel,has killed me already,
month? He will have poor taste in in his own way of thinking— the most through it. It has been probably a I feels dot blood running my back
[From tho ArtonsawTraveler.]
peculiar way of thinking I ever heard year in cutting out, and was made a down.”
deed if he coincides with you."
The boy that wears a watch is an imShe glanced down complacently upon tell of. But you can do it Helen, little stream hardly visible to the naked “Safe me, bolicemans ! safe me," he portant character. At school he is enher magnificent toilet of crimson silk, Don’t be too extravagant at first, but eye that escaped through a joint and cried, as he ran into the police station, vied, and on the street he is respected.
...
*i. _____ __
---. «1
_
__
n
m
with .tracingflowers embroideredall BOrt o’ lead up to it gradually.” .
struck the pipe two or three feet off, and crawled in behind a desk. “Get None of the boys grab him and throw
handsome
That
evening
the
Colonel
paid his eating away the iron until the pressure some doctors soon or I pleeded myself him down for they might break his
along the side and np to the
* ----- 0
bust, where they ternpnated in a small, customary visit. Mrs. Seymour must inside broke it through. .When such a I to deff, pretty quick.”
time-keeper.He has a way of twisting
delicate spray of
have thought from his unusually-absent break occurs the noise can be heard It was not until Jacob took off all his the chain when he talks, and of looking
“Do just as you please, Helen, you and preoccupiedmanner that the event- for half a mile, and the earth shakes clothes and looked at the reflection of at his watch when he hears a railroad
always were a contrary thing, and I ful moment had come, for, after pleas- for hundreds of feet around. A break his back in a large mirror that he was train, and saying twelve-ten, or six-five,
fspose you’ll have your own way now. antly chatting awhile on the weather, the size of a knitting needle will cut a persuaded that hevwas not full of buck- or eight-sixteen. The other boys staiid
Only you'll fail in this suddenly-con- she silently withdrew,
hole in the pipe in half an hour. Such shot. The Major’s pipe was a total around and regard him with admiration.
cocted scheme of yours if you wear it, Nor was she mistaken. The Colonel breaks are repaired by putting a band wreck, none of the '’fragmentsbeing He grows up and probably goes to colthat’s all. Would’nt it be better to con- had come that evening with the inten- around the pipe, pounng in molten recovered except the stem, which he lege with a distinguished air, but in
sult his taste a little now, when you can tion of laying bare before Ellen’s eyes lead, and tamping it in. Such a strain held firmly in his mouth. His nose, aftefr years he pawns his watch with a
consult your own afterward?
the hopes and anxious expectations bores through a rock like a sand blast, hereafter, will be an object of curiosity, man, who, as a boy, often stood around
with such a fortune is not to be sneezed which her great beauty, combined with The flying water is as hard as iron, and even to nearsighted persons, its unnat- and admired
fi
at, J. can tell yon, especially by people such a gentle, modest demeanor, had feels rough like a file to the touch. It ural redness being peppered all over
“He’s blind,” said a gentleman,to
in our circumstances. Where would aroused in him. He was no longer is impossible to turn it with the hand, with dark blue spots, caused by the
whom a negro was trying to sell a
all the crimson-silksand pearl neck- young, so it was neither fittingnor nat- as it tears the flesh off the bones, and | grains of powder. — Texas Siftings.
horse. “Blind!” repeated the negro,
laces come from if your Aunt Helen oral that he should play the ardent,
contemptuously.“Quit er hittin’ at
I After !S*j» In a Preneh-C»n*dl«n YHUge.
should take it into her head to stop the enraptured lover,
his eyes dat way. He kin see as good
“Helen,” he began, laying his hand stantly turned back and sometimes torn After mass we gathered again
"That’s a fact, "the girl acknowledged,with an almost-paternal. gesture on the loose from the
groups in front of the church. The as yerse’f kin, and’ won’t bat
rather
young girl’s shoulder; I have been a
parents were now tnumpnant m tne his eyes case he’s so stubbo’n.”
“Your visits to Saratoga,”her mother I wanderer in many lands, without
The Man Who Conld Connect 708 strength of their opposition to emi “Well, I wanted a horse, and had no
objectionto blindness ; in fact, I wanted
went on, “well, there’d be an end to home, without any loving, kindly
Strange Hate wRh Their Owners. Igration, and the young people were
Strange
Haw
wnn
ineir
vwners.
aghamed
and ‘subdued. But the a blind horse for the children to ride
those. No more winters in New York, heart to care for me. I never even fanJ. J. Allen ^has a widespreadreputa- y^^ay business was not yet done. The around the yard ; but I don’t want a
4md, worse than all, no further oppor- cied that I would care for a home until
gathered everybody about stubborn animal.” “Boss, dat boss is
tunitiesof meeting just such men as I met you. Will you come to me, dear ? tion, being no other than the
the blin’est boss ver eber seen, an’ I
jie made his weekly announce-chancfe has thrown in your way this Will you be so unselfish as to give your- “hat-keeper of the Lmdell Hotel,
Louis.
For
the
wonderful
faculty
of
tele ye what I did ter keep yer from
self to a man, poor indeed, but who
ments. He is still the
time.”
7
recognizing
the
proper
owners
of
hats
pressin’ me inter lettin’ yer hab him,
paper
of
Canada.
But,
so
far
from
be“Is it my "fault that Col Kingsly is loves you dearly?’’
bo miserlv with all his money?" asked Helen glanced shyly up from beneath as they entered and left the dining- ing a literary emporium, he frequently ’case a man down de street sent arter
Helen tourly, after a little silence. her drooping lashes. His face was room a medal was presented him as be- cannot read or write. He has, how- him. Oh, yes, sah, he’s de blin’est
“It will be if you marry him and grave and serious yet surely he could ing the “premium hat man in Amer- ever, sufficient tongue, memory, and boss I eber s^e, but ho ain’t stubbo’n.”

declare that no society
extravagant tastes and habits
BT MILES O'REILLEIj
should, fever have the chance as his wife
of recklessly squandering that which
Oh, loosen the carls that you wear. Jeannette,
Let u.c tanxle my l and in yonr hair, my pet,
he. had taken so much labor and pain
For the world to me had no daintier sigilt
to accumulate.
Than your brown hair veiling your shoulders
All the belles of Waterford were
-l.v
, ^
desirousof winning such a man. There
It was brown, with a golden gloss, Jeannette,
were not a few among them who would
It was tmer tunnjltfudlk
gladly have undertakento rid him of
Twas
Jluse unfashionableand insane notions.
’Twas _
Many preparations for the Ashley
kissed,
Twas the loveliesthair in the world, my pst.
party were going on in every family
invited. Many IPere the animated disMy srm was the arm of a cloW5>,3fiW|8tM3l
It was sinewy, bristled and fefowa. P»I
cussions held- jh£to what might and
Bu warmly and softly it loved to caress
might not meet with the Colonel’s apYour round, white neck and your wealth or
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change matters. But one can not be in earnest when he spoke df him•cdrcelyblame him for a few hastily- 1 self as poor.” *
spoken words. Many a man declares “He don’t mean to tell me he is
he will not marry a dressy, extravagantwealthy,”thought Helen, “he is afraid I
wife, and changes his tune considerably| might take him for his money alone.”
afterward. And, as long as he has said 1 A gentle pressure of his hand rethat, and as long as you want* him so minded her that he was waiting for his
badly, why I think you’d better sacri- answer.
ice a little vanity, and wear what hell Clearly, unhesitatinglyit came. Vic*
think most
tory and triumph were apparent in the
‘ Although Helen’s heart was strongly self-possessed reply. Miss Hunt’a grand
aet on the crimson silk, yet her mother’s toilet, Miss Kenwood’s diamonds — of
wiser counsel prevailed, it was soon ex- what avail were they to their owners
•changed for one of more subdued odor, when the conquest was so surely hers?
with but little trimming or decoration. Long that night did Helen and her
A set of plain— very plain— -laces com- mother sit up, deep in the discussion of
pleted tne modest costume, together the forthcoming trousseau,
with small filagree ear-ringsand
“Arnold •says he’d like a plain, quiet
Her mother noted the change with (wedding; no display or ostentation at

•don’t

ica."
“I was for years the wondering gaze
of the ignorant,”said he, in a private

conversation. “I never made a mistake, if I had once seen the hat on the
man’s head. I connected the two instantly, and the picture would not pass
out of my mind, however many such
might be there.”
Did it require no practice?”
Not any; I could always doit. In
fact, I could not help it. It made me
famous, and I have been spoken of in
Europe, Asia and parts of Africa. ”
“How many hats did you ever have
in your mind at once?”
“The highest I ever went was 703,
and I made no mistake.”

assurance to deliver quite a column of
public and private matter. He is often
unwittinglycomical, liis pompous air
jeing a ludicrouscontrast to the simple
acts he has to tell, and the illiterate
blunders of his speech. First come the
official

announcements,legal

advertise-

“Gentlemen,” said

an

Arkansaw

temperance lecturer, “I appear before
you to-day for the purpose of encouraging sobriety. Man was created sober,
which proves that it is his duty to remain in that condition.” “Hold on,“
exclaimed an old fellow, arising and
addressing the speaker. “You say that
man was created sober, and it is his
duty to remain in that condition?”
“Yes, sir.” “Well, you ought to embrace the entire platform. "Man wa«
created naked, and, according to your
belief, he should have remained so.”

ments, Sheriff’ssales, police regulations, roadmaster’s notices, new laws,
etc. ; then private announcements are
cried out— auctions, things lost and
found, opening of new stores, new professionaloffices, etc. Sometimes he
sells a pig or a calf “for the infant
Jesus,” the product of the sale being “My hearers, " said the lecturer, “I am
given to a collection for the poor. Not convinced that I have not thoroughly
long ago "horse- * . ,es were advertised canvassed the subject. You will please
by him to take
;e on the road right amuse yourselves while I go out and
“How do you account for this after mass.
• !'t’ this day closed take a drink with this philosophical
power?”
his list by annouuoingthat the parish
all.”
much satisfaction.
gentleman.”
“I have a sort of second sight. I do had an insurance policy to pay to one
“Well, a wealthy man may be for“See what a contrast you’ll be to Sal
not like to be called a fortune-teller.I of its citizens. It seems that a parish
lie Hunt, Ella Kenwood, and all the given for such senseless ideas; a poor
Property of Allens.
am not. Still, I can tell fortunes.”— generallyiusures itself. When any one
man
cannot
So
well
say
nothing.
xest who will be flaunting their diaEach of the States has its own laws
loses his buldings by fire, some -one
monds and satins right under the Only well take good care that the re- Chicago News.
solicits subscriptionsto restore them. in regard to the rights of aliens. In
Colonel’s nose, thinking to captivate ception after the wedding shall make
Dentetry in the United States.
Each neighbor hauls a stick or two; the Iowa aliens, that is persons of foreign
him with such style,” said Mrs. Sey- np for it,” declared her mother.
In
the
month
of
October
they
were
There
are
now
about
17,000
dentists
people ask permission of the priest to birth who have not been naturalizedby
mour,
v
their own act or that of their parents,
xeti, icpucu
*Yea,”
replied uoi
her daughter pettishly, I married quietly at the village church. in the United States, and they pack work on Sunday, and after mass they
1 certainlv shall be a contrast to them Helen expected that they would imme- into the teeth of the American people assemble and erect the building. If may acquire, inherit, hold, and dispose
— a miserable
diately take np their residence
New about a ton of pure gold, and five times the loser be very poor, carpenters are of property, real or personal, precisely
as S they were citizens. The same is
___ was
_____
_______
M __ ^ meas that amonnt of less precious metals hired to finish the work for him.
“But if you come out ahead the laugh | YoVk, but
surorised
beyond
rue in most of the States. In P ennme
when
her
husband
declared
his
in
(tin, silver, platinum, etc.) annually. portion of the congregation went away
-will be on your side, my dear,’ replied
sylvania
alien friends' may buy lands
tention
of
buying
a
small
place
near
Now,
these
metals
are
worth
$1,000,000,
up the northern mountain that daVj and
her mother, consolingly.
not exceeding 5,000 acres, nor in net
Airiqhd,(Mrs. Ashley, .was tegive a Mrs. Ashley’s* handsome house. She and will take only about 850 years to spent the afternoon raising a log house
large partyth honor of a distant rela- hinted as much to her mqtjier, who mry all the coin in the United States in and barn. All sorts of public assent annual income $20;000. and hold the
tive— Ajnold Kingsly— who had; but took it upon herself to interview the he graveyards (another feature in favor blies are held in front of the church same as citizens may, but ’there are cerrecently returned from Europe. He | Colonel on the subject.
of
,1
just after mass. Indeed, Sunday is the tain differences between them and citiThere are about 4,000. of artificial most animated day of the week in zens in the matter of real estate conman past tne prime
veyances, inheritance, etc. A will premade and fairly B0011 looKing. ne was 1 cour^amj,
--- * teeth made in the United States yearlv 'social, industrialand political matters
vents the property of an alien from
•aid to be possessed of a comfortablefor I am not a man to live beyond my yet only one-third- of the people avail pi well as religious.
esoheating to the State in case of nonthemselves
of this blessing.fortune thojgh no one.oonld teU how
^
mean8:w6
Rot Golden When Cowardly. , appottanbe of heirs; and, as in the
Perfect teeth are to be found in the
Wo must always spoak the : tenth. case of citizens, transcends the statute
ample,” she said.
mouth of only, one American in eighty,
He smiled at her earnestofesC A. new the dental organs of seventy-ninebeing Yet, we need not invariablytell all the and oommop-law as to, the division of.
originally a broker in W all street,but
truth
know. Silence is .often property,among the heirs of persons
more or less' affected.
sustainingheavy- losses had suddenly light began to dawn upon his mind.
golden. It is frequently the part of who dip intestate) i. e., without testa“Why
did you once declare that you
This
state
df
affairs
will
never
imleft for Europe. No one heard much
kindness to refrain from speech, and mentary wills.
Ojk Him for< fiveipr fe|x years; -till Mgs, would never marry a dressy, extrava- prove until mothers are rto bear
gant
girl, Colonel ?*' 'Ale ' demanded, children with perfect teeth, and; pre- the truth about bur neighbor whioh,
’ * Ashley, during a call at the Seymour’s,
serve them intact until the offspring is doing no good and serving no noble
A ColbKADO' swindle is to buy a lot
v,, . . ,4.
.spoke of his return and invited Helen breathlessly.
. Alas fox Mrs. Seymour’s hopes of 20 yeart of age. — ^ San FYancisco end when • proclaimed, serves only .to ti "remnants” of Texas herds, mostly
-t# fehe party she intended to give in his
aleniatehnfriends, would muoh bqt- barren1 cows and bony steers,have them
wealth— of her daughter’s dream of Scientific Catijornid: '
« ;
luxury!
He
calmly
said:
umthat -affirmed;that the Colonfel iff
Hartford iMdraace delks took to
•broad k$d become, deeply
guessing how many dollar bills were reAV/V vuu
—
.
- --the economical-ideas
wlfioh
quired to weigh as muoh as a $20 gold silent.
counting. It is said that in this way
some of the best families of what I told your daughter the evening
piece. The lowest guess was 350 and
itinent. He had evidently I proposed to her— a poor n
Acbeditor may die, but it is won- herds of 2,000 have been 'sold and paid
the highest 1,000, while the real nmn
for as 10,000.
the value of the money he
derful how an assignee will hang on.
gossips speak rather ber was thirty-four.
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THE ELEPHANTS Ap ANTIQUITT. wires over the
t men

on the foot-bridgeand on the plat-

X"E-ag.'S^*'K
Elephants once roamed in herds
were

b^

through the North Afncan provincesof

cables

tw0 glender

woven,

little

^ea

each

Bteel

PERBY DAVIS’

SUHOB MEN.
Ala.— Dr. J. 0. Bpotswood
says: "I highly recommend Brown’s Iron
from Bath, Its, we have received,under date of
Bitters for dyspepsia, rheumatismand Hay 15, 1885,tbe followingstatement of Gso. W. Hab*

wav. The

river in this

general debility.“

aiioR.the popular proprietorof TheBeataurant:"

Tbe oldest piano In North Carolina is at
Raleigh. It was made in 17b0 by Murio,
Clement! ft Co. , Cheaptide, London, and is
about ripe for being placed in -a rammer-

"A few yean ainoe I was troubled so severely with
kidney and. bladder affectionthat there was brickdust deposits In my urine, and continualdesire to
nrinato, with asvere, darting, sharp pains through my
bladder and aide, and, again, dull, heavy preaanre,
very tedious to endure.I consulted one of our resi-

Paia-Eite

the Roman empire, and were so timGj
iaid in the place till
numerous in India that every Asiatic
were bound together in a resort hotel parlor.
despot kept a regiment of them for
cable, fifteen and three-quarter
dent physicians,but I received no benefit from tbe
Personal!— To Men Only!
circus purposes or the enforcement
^ diameter. The work was
treatment,and fearing that my symptoms Indicated
Tm Voltaic Belt Co., Marshall. Mich., Bright’s Disease,’ the most dreadfulof all diseases,
the Internal Revenue laws. India fairly started by the 11th of June, 1877,
seems, indeed, to have been the cradle ftnd the
wa8 laid Oct. 5, 1878. will send Dr. Dye’s Celebrated Electro- I made up my mind that I must obtainrelief speedily
VoltaicBelts and Electric Appliances on trial
of the species. Our word elephant is There aM fonr cable8j each 3,B781 feet for thirty days to men (young or old) who or I would be put cure. I consulted iny druggist,
Mr. Webber, and after aecertainlngmy symptoms bo
of Semitic origin, and a corruption of ion
^ ^ the wirea ^ tbe four are afflicted with nervous debility, lost vi- recommended the use of Hunt's Bemedy, u he
Aleph Hindi — L e., Indian bull. The cables were placed in line, they would tality and kindred troubles,guaranteeing knew of many successful cures effected by that
speedy and complete restorationof healtn
largest specimens still come from Cey- reach over ^qqo miieB<
medldne lu similaroaaes here In Bath. I purchased
and manly vigor. Address as above. N. B.—
Ion and Siam; but in Hindostan proper The work Wft8 iong
dangerous, No risk is incurred, as thirty days’ trial is al- a bottle, and beforf I had used the' first bottle 1 found
I had receiveda great benefit, u I auffertd leu pain,
they are found only in the stables of Sometimes the wire would break and lowed.
my water became more natural, aud I began to imthe wealthy Rajahs. The Gwcowar of fall into the wftfcer>
^ hour or
prove so much that the second bo'ttleeffected a com« put Up M at the Gault Home.
Baroda used to keep a whole brigade on more would ^ 8pent ^ hauling it up
The businessman or tourist will find plete cure*; and my thanks are due to Hunt's Bemedy
hand, in order to have a recruiting ^d startingonce more. The men on first-class accommodationsat the Idw price for restored health, and 1 cheerfullyrecommend this
depot for his weekly circus, but the the foot-bridge or on the cradles high , of and t&tO per day at the Gault House, most valuableand reliable medicine to my friends, as
I conaAer It a duty u well u a pleasureto do ao."
increasing expensivenessof that pastime Ifa the air watched every wire as it was* Chicago, corner Clinton and Madison streets.
This
fir-famed
hotel
is located in the center
has now reduced him to’ one beast tight
t.hA
of the city,' only one block from the Union
BLACKSMITHS’ TROUBLES.
Depot. Elevator; all anpolnmenU firstHaving had occasion to use S remedy for kidney
nagenuecK nas esiaDusuea
waved •signal-nags to tne
i/H. W. Horr, Proprietor.
troubles, I noticed an advertisement In one of tbe
depot that rivals the /cram of ahoient engineer. J Such a mass of wires would
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REMEDY FOR

1

^

^

A SAFE AND

^

_

^

^

Rheumatism,

_

Neuralgia,

Cnmps,
Cholera,

•

Dlarrheaa,

1

*

in:j

Dysenterj,

and

^

class

,

Sprains

I

Wells’ “Rough on Corns.”— 15c. Ask for it papers of the remarkable cares that Hunt’s Remedy
Oomplete.penqanwt core. Corns, warts, bunions. had made all over the country. I purchased a bottle

one of'cnr druggistshere in Manchester, and after
and even in Oeylon hardly (less
bonnd together into little bundles Mensman’s PErtuwnni) Beet Tonic tht using It for a short time found that it was helping me
_ Babe?
time
and at the end all were bound only preparation of beef containing its en- wonderfully,and one bottle has cared me completely
tire mxtriaoua propertiea It contain* bloodJumbos were a drug in the market,
together into one smooth round bundle making, force-generatingand life-raBtaining -hive no indigestion, and am hearty and healthy for
one of myjreenMW.andcan truly say that Hunt's
the biggest specimen could be bought |or cable.— Charles
in
properties;Invaluable for indigestion, dys- Bemedy U a medicine that hu real merit,and I do
for sixty piasters—
In Nicholas.
| pepeia, nervous prostration,and all forms
not hoeltAte to recommend it to the public in general.
Of general debilify;also, in all enfeebled
Southern Africa the ivorv-hnntershave
J. F. Woodbuby,
conditions,whether the result of exhaustion,
extirpatedthem in lees than fifty years
A tourist leaning out of a nook.
fi6 Manchester Btn Manchester. N. H.
nervous prostration, over-work,or acute
Fell on hi* bead near a brook,
from a territory about as large ae the
disease, particularlyif resulting from pulmoThe hurt he received
Kepublic. of Mexico. Herds of 800 or
nary complaints. Caswell Hazard ft Ca,
- fit Jacobi Oil relieved,
proprietors,New York. Bold by druggists.
400 have dwindled to “family gangs,”
And he gays it cored “like a book.”
as the Boers call them — a bull witn a
Beuimt M*ff—*rWell8 ’Health Renewer” restore*
Great oaks from little acoma spring,
couple of cows and one or two younghoaltli and vigor, cure* dyipepeia, impotence. |L
Great achee the little toe-corns bring)

than

£100. In Mohammed

s

Brains,

^

^

AND

at

BlKN

and

1

AND

$1

Barnard,

about $15.
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RECIPE

a

sters. The Namaqua^Iottentots, HowBut for every corn
All our lady friends will be delighted to
ever, tbld Capt. Baldwin that near the
That ever was bom,
hear that L LCragln ft Oa ,116 & 4th si .Phlla. .
headwaters of the Zambesi the elephants
St Jacobs Oil is just the thing.
are giving first class Piano Sheet Music, vocal
have still a reservation of stately dimenI andtastrumental, gratis. (No advertisingon
sions, where the dense jungles of the
it) Write for catalogue. Mention this paper.
Mother’s Torn.
bottom land protect them against the
Buchu-Paiba."—Quick, complete cure, Jill
“It is mother’s turn to be taken care
few Arabian hunters that have ever
annoying Kidney and Urinary Diseases. #L
penetratedto those remote hunting of now.”
i rm. ----- ------ ~ winsome young The most comfortable boot in town is that
, fresh eolor and
with Lyon’s Patent MetallioHeel Stiffeners.
_ 0 _____________ ^ht-heartedhappi
"Rough oh Rats"— Clear* oat rats, mice, files,
varieties “whose' utter extinction has I ness. Just outof school, she had the air roaches, bed-bugs, ants, vermin, chipmunk*. 15a
never
satisfactorilyex- of culture which is an added attraction
plained. There is little doubt that to a blithe young face. It was mothers
POISON IN THE BLOOD.
men, or very man-like bipeds, inhabited turn now. Did she know how my heart
If the statement of partlee who have been sufferers
Northern Europe at a time when mam- went out to her for her unselfish words? from dlatidereofthe blood are to be believed, Hood's
hu been remarkably nccesaful In eradmoths were as common as wild hogs. Too many mothers, m their love of Bamparill*
icatingpoisons from the ays tom and caring their
In the Neander-Thal limestone caves, their daughters, entirely overlook the complauU. _ . „
Parle Green.
in the Northern Jura, and elsewheVe, idea that they themselves needrecreaH. 8. Clark, of Glen Falla, N. became so poismastodou bones have been found to- tion. They do without all the easy , oned by pari* green that hlf face broke oat In pimple*
getberwith human skulls. Mammoth pretty and charming tilings,and say end blotches. He foand nothing that did him any
till Hood's Sarsaparilla, which PO rifled his blood
skeletonshave been exhumed near the nothing about it and the daughters do good
and expelledthe malignant venom.
very north cape of Denmark-nay. in not think there is any self-denial inthe frozen mud dt the great Siberian volved. Jennie gets the new dress and ____
swelling.*
rivers, where a low temperaturehad mother wears the old one, turned upside Brace again walks with ease.
After Scarlet Fever.
preventedthe decay of their skins, down and wrongaide out Lucy goes on
Edwabd BAMKrr’e daughter, of Chelsea, Mass.,
which seem to have resembled the hide the, mountain tnp, and mother stays at was left with lamps In her neck and partial blindness.
of a hairy elephant. The head of the I home and keeps house. Emily is tired For six or eight months at s time she could not see at
Hood’s Sarsaparillaremoved the lamps from
one found at the mouth of the Lena of rtudv and muat he down in the after- all.
her threat and restoredher eyesight.
weighed 3,200 pounds, and Ehrenberg noon; bnt mother, though her back
Scrofula.
gm in«ew»r*,«..*piascu.oraerui
uor
in Newark, N. J, had a disorderin her
estimated the total weight of the re- aches, has no time for such mdnlgence. A young girl

For Fine

' been

and

llant

Headache.

to

Their OrnwM

!

Relying on tettimonialBwritten in vivid,
glowing lan gunge of some miraculous cure#
made by monte largely pnffed-up doctor or
patent medicine has hastened thousands to
their graves; believing in their almost in'sane Faith that the same miracle will bo
'performed on them, and that these testimonials moke the cures, while the so-called
medicine is all the time hastening them to
their graves. We have avoided publishing
testimonials,as they do not make the cures,
although we have

Mplmons,1

THOUSANDSUPON THOUSANDS
of the most wonderfulcures, voluntarily sent us. It is our medicine, Hop
Bitters, that makes the cures. It has nev«

life-like tints, and

of them,

can. We will give reference to any one for any disease similar to*
failed, and never

<

Sallowness. Redness, Roughness, and tne flush of fatigue
and excitement are at once

Hop

Bitters.
A LOSING rOKX.

died by the Magnolia
It is the one

incomparable

~r-

in farnest and used the Bitten, from
she obtainedrennanent health. Bhe now laughs
at tbe doctor for hia Joke, but he la not ao well
pleased with It, as It oost him a good patient
Jt

Cosmetic.

-

;

— —

nOS

—

f

mains at 11,600 pound* The thick- Girls, take good care of yonr mothers, blood from Infancy. Her sight as well as her hearing #C fa JOfi Py.ffirthome.
„m .fleeted.81.. .u obliged to le.„ eohooltor
ness pf the skin varied from two and Coax them to let you relieve them of none of
the children woola
sit beside .her.
oY th»
woulS ilt
her. Her I
. mawtw A,rento Wanted
one-half to four inches; the curved some of the harder duties wluoh, for mothMrtlbhYaH
econ
three gig .
tusks measured eight feet from end to yours, they have patiently borne,
“ — "-aSarsaparilla
-----Hood’s
{•MSB ms a as v. i

.

|

j

v

Toothache
AND

FOE SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

the closest scrutiny cannot
detect its use. All unsightly
Discolorations, Eruptions,
Ring Marks under the eyes,

__

I

TlumsMMb Hnstened

Positive relief and immunity from comnlexionalblemishes may be found in Hagan’s
Magnolia Balm. A delicate
ana harmless article. Sold
by druggists everywhere.
It imparts the most brfl*

1

Staldi,

_

1

OF DOCTORS.

The fee of doctors is an item that very
many persons are interested in. We boOO best I lieve

“e

,ch*dnle

iol

^

•3

?°0£*0k

$1,000 a jwt iot medical attendance alone I
monster of such dimensions | Presbyterian.
Bold by Druretets. $1: six for |5; Prepared only by J
WAPlTF’(
k fotgenI’dodge's New DoS, And one single bottle of Hop Bitters taken
could hold its own against the rude
C.I. HOODfc (X). Apoh-c*riss.Loweiniaas.
|
in time would save the $1,000 and all the
weapons of the European
Boyish Generosity,
•year’s sickness.
can hardly be questioned, and
“No, Bob,” said Willie, generously;
Remarkable Escape.
A LADY'S WISH.
John Kahn, of Lafayette,Ind* had s very narrow
beasts of prey as the antediluviancave- “that’s the largest piece; keep it yourBopcrb IllUFtratlOHA
"Oh, how I do wish my skin wsa as desr Mid
by
Prea
Arthur,
Gen.
_____
/waai
•oft as yours," said a lady to her Mend. "YoJi
bear 6r the snow-wolf would have been self,” and he pushed it back with the escape from death. Thla Is his own story: "One year
m, and is indorsedu
^ard hmdrtdi.
I was In the last stages of Consumption.Our best
kmmwHIUn. It Mils can easily make it eo, answered the friend.
thfrmostT.luabl.and
mere insects under its trampling expression of a lad who has performed ago
to cola money
"How?" inquired the first ladv. "By urina Hop
phyakiana gave my care up. I finally got so low that
Art ns terms.
Bitters that makes pure, rich blood and bloomColossns-feet. Should the conjecture an act that deserved to shine in a dark our doctor said I could not live twenty-four hoars.
ing health. It did it for me as you observe.
of the catastrophistsbe correct that world.
Chteat-i IBMy friends then parchssed for me sbottleof Dr. Wm.
GIVEN UP BY THE DOCTOR*.
some 10,000 years ago a sudden change “Willie,” said Bob, casting a peculiar Hall's Balsam for the Langs. I am now in perfect
in the atmospherical or astronomical look at Iris companion from between health, having used no other medicine.
“Is it possiblethat Mr. Godfrey Is up and
circumstances of our planet turned a the half-closedlids of his left eye, “I
Henry's Carbolic Salve.
at work, and cured by so simple a remedy?"
ft co.
The Best Salve In the world for Cate, Brulsea,
“I assure you it is true that he is entirely
trophical into a polar climate? For if know what’s the matter."
"•6
Bores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter,Chipped Hands,
Commerce.
New Jbifc.
Yt
cured, and with nothing but Hop Bitters,
the decrease of temperature had been
“What?” asked Willie, serenely.
ION BROKERS. and only ten days ago nil doctors gave him
GRAIN
RAIN *Sc PROVISION
----— one (in consequence
a
««**«%**
nvsv. I W firVk vr
stn oan*f. virwj
Wi;; this watermelon
ain't ripe."gradual
of the proit Produce Exchanges In
up and said he'mnst die, from Kidney and
Iclvn
I imitations. Price 25 rente.
}
New
____
,
_
j
and Milwaukee,
gressive cooling of the earth’s crust, Brooklyn Eagle.
liver trouble 1”
We have
ivate telegraphwire between
for instance),such creatures as
—
Chicago and New
.,ww ......Will execute ordereonour
mammoth and megatherium would a tarantula measuring six inches
THEGREATGERHAHI
PI
.O S CUR I f
either have adapted themselves to their wa8 tilled at Socorro, N. M.
SoMUrt Wto
modified surroundings or would
_
____ i»r iiiasnie
emigrated to a lower latitude.
Blood infected with Malarial virus
dlMbted br r«M<m of
wound* or dteMM.
u M I-' T
that the “deluge” has been duly a local ^ mow effectuaiiy purified by Hostotter’s
dt IM, •tire
affair, or at most a gradual submersion gtomach Bitters than by any other depurent It
Believes and cans
ran, or dependilt ptwonM wtltted. fen* o« prorered
of one continent and upheaval of an- expels every trace of the potato from a system
where dUchorfo t* loiV H*w diMbirM* obulned. Hcmor
RTMT*. Ttnronother, St. Smith himself would not un- Impregnated with it, and tor the reason that it
•bio diMbtMoo ud ponaloM precanA for doooiuro.
Neuralgia,
dertake to deny. Beside, Noah, in col- gives a vigorous impulse to all those functions
.....
Sciatica,Lumbago,
•nd eoaos.PreSp't uuuUon rlrei »U ktefa of |^*ro
lectintf specimens for his floating whose regularity is essential to healtii,it is a
most etelu*. fiftrtoofreo.Ad'awtUi tump, L ft w(
/innlri har/Tlv hftvA nvor- I first-rate preventive of mulartul and bilious en. BACKACHE,
BoxM. Wuhlscton. D.0.
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RHEUMATISM,

menagene,
looked

can

"6

coma nanny nave over

a pet of 11,500 pounds.

Sports.

How

—

4^^

Jt promotes regularity in the bilesecreting process, is the best auxiliary of en| feebled digestion,enriche*the circulstion,rad
1111Pill LO
revwx.uuwt.vv.
frames an amount of vig t which ordinarymed1 cat Ion falls to yield. Since it is well-known
1 that persons of a bilious tendency, irregular
digestion and a constipatedhabit ot body are
the best subjectsfor pialaria, the wisdom of

Amenr

the Cables Were Made Fo#
Drvuaiiu Bridge.
Brooklyn
urouai; .
After the towers had been bruit

ajiiurc

at a

time.

HKADAOHS, TOOTH AOHA

w

{ORE throat,
QUINSY. SWELLINGS,

^

The

/cables are not chains with links, nor

are ?

—

-

all

-

pale.

‘

lureutwcripUon*early Address

CmCAG^LWJGEH^

other bodily schsi
and pains.

MOTTLE.

Drurf Iste and
Dealers. Directionsla 11
Sold by

himself down to her

« stempo^l

FROSTBITES,
BUBIfS, SCALDS,

FIFTT CERTS

sat

.

FBAINS,

And

“

_

and Skin Diikaisa wTtboutlbo
u»r of knlie or LOIS OF blood, ud littlep*ln For
_____

W6ek, from oept. id, am,
1, 18M, to say person who
us rwxKTT-rivx esan in

tersMis, Cuts, Bnilsta,

and

IS SSI .5
hang, one small wire

CANCER

^

all

lM)(usfes. 4
The Charles A. Vogeler Ce.
(Bmnmm to A. V08XLKE S 00.)
MUmra, It, C.fcA.
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& BOILER
FOR SALE!

ENGINE

•

-----

Isn’t it a littleparadoxical to speak of a
they twisted like ropes. They arebun— *•““man
1m'T ,fe a
Engine with upright boiler, an
as a crank when he is so set in his mind
wiir be aold HTJ rieeap. Thla
le by side, that you can’t turn him?
dies of straight wires laid sia<
____ jeen In uae only four month*.
at e bargain. The boiler la covered
and bound together by wires wound
Vennor*s Predictions.
tightly around the ontaide. They call
Sure
Vennor’s predictions so far hove been
the work “weaving the cable.”
wonderfullycorrect -He says 18S2 will be
At tiie Brooklyn anchorage was remembered as a year of great mortality. JJ2aWHEKj Boring Wails
placed a powerful steam-engine,and on German Hop Bitters should be used by every— thus acll without
body.
Bold
by
druggists.
wi Red
Ibliei
the top of the anchorage were plaoed
or aeelng, and awlndle
purchaarr. Working
QEL8TON
k
00_
MM
F Street, Waahingtoo. D.
Is
Very
FrOfltadlO
I
two large wheels, and with the aid, of
r other Preaa alongildo
To check Is to stop, except in case of a
Dederlck’i always sella
proper machinery the engine caused traveler'sbaggage, which If checked to
purchaser a Roderick
these wheels to turn forward or back- mike it ga
to UoV ip AddreMYnT*Circular .VdXlfttS
ward. From each wheel was stretched Blood-Poisoning—An Alarming Discovery
laateraudwntoern atorchouaeeand Agents,
a steel rope to the top of the Brooklyn
t. X. DEDEBICK ft CO., Albany, N. Y.
Half the people are sufferingand may die
----- ---- giro you a ritaatloii. OfiinMad*!
tower, over the river, over the other from this fatal complaint Diseases of the GbtmUrs free. VALENTINEBROS. JuaevllU. Wla.
No. 35—83.
C.N.U.
tower, and down to the New Y6rk kidneys and liver are the principal causes.
tend for Catalogue. Addreaa
anchorage. Here it passed over another As a cure we can only recommend German
Hop Bitters.—Journal of Health.
\^CC^^CU£/ Add rre*cTBTrLis*,D oblique, la. inQU
wheel, and then stretchedall the way
In this paper.
LOOUIS & NYHAR. TimiOHia
Boldbyalldrugglsta.
back again. The ends were fastened
Tbuth lies in a well This is because there
together,making an endless rope, and
JtulrvcHonM and Hand-book on PatmU went free.
when the engine moved, the ropes are no fish stories connectedwith well wa- ruU
---------------Some blood is bad because it is poor and weak. Some is bad because
ter.
_____
traveledto and fro over the riVer. For
it
contains
impurities. Some men ha\r such bad blood that the wonder is
Comp abe the doee and quantity of Hood’s
thia reason they were called the “travSarsaparillaand yon have conclusiveproof
A.?fyI4l8e“,e’ woun<i it does not poison the mosquitoeswho come to bite them.
elers.”
of its superior strengthand cheapness,
The rich red color of good blood is owing to the iron which isoresent.
There were, besides these travelers, Try
_
Attorn?>vwp^o^xA m wilffiton.D^c: | Blood which has not enough iron in it is always unsatisfacton*The pertwo more ropes plaoed side by side. On
The man who looks forward to benefits
son in whose veins it circulates cannot be said to enjoy good health.
these were laid short pieces of oak, through the will of a relative, sails through
OINK AND BOILER
ive had placed incur
thus forming a foot-bridgeon which life on a dead reckoning;
The efforts of expert chemists to produce a preparation of iron which
liter 10 H.P.) and linn *h
the workman could cross the river.
r-offire.
can be assimilatedwith the blood have resulted in that perfect preparation
tampico Tenn. — Kev. D. F. Manly says:
There were also other ropes for sup- •Brown’s Iron Bittersrelieved me of indi- good condition.
which is an important part of Brown's Iron Bitters. It is the only one
InMllwaulM
porting platforms,on which the men |e8tion and nervousnessafter physicians
which freely enters into the blood. It is the only one which accomplishes
stood as the weaving went on. On each
ABENT8 WANTED
the
desired good.
•
.’
The girl who bangs her hair often makes
traveler was hung an iron wheeh and as
v Weak, poor, thin blood may be made rich and strong, and impure
the woman who bugs her husbahd
the traveler moved the , wheel went
tfoodTmay be purified by the uke of that Great Iron Medicine, Breum's
Withit.*:' » *>«><»' .<n:.
. Ircn
r ,.;bju
-----; •
'•
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Woman

This spaoe la raaerred for the
Chriatian Temperance Union.

CENTRAL

CLOSING OUT SALE!!

DRUG STORE.
For the Holland Citu News:

The Blessing of the Lord,

We

It

Kremers & Baugs,

X&keih Bioh.

cannot but ackliiowledgeHut euch a

revenue of wealth

as

pmaha

receiving,

ia

might, under different circumstances,be

Pure Drugs,

rery desirable, and a great blessing. For
if a place is favored tn having

PATENT MEDICINES,

in the

comfortsand luxuries that wealth affords.
partlaljy relieved

from the
mind

BRUSHES,

through which

—some

to

some

\

channel

PAINTS,

ply the mental or physical necessities or

greatly reduced prices.

My

WHITE LEAD,
MACHINE

tions for every possible need.— Homes for

OILS, ETC.,

the indigent, those whose health is not
difficulties

PARIS GREEN,

which poverty occasions— isylums for
the orphan, the insane, the imbecile, the
deaf mule-tgilleries
of
of

trees, streets brilliantly

made

night, air

Estate: Six hundred and
thirty-nine acres of timbered land seven miles north of this city,
We
sole agents for the famous
twenty acres of improved land on the south side of sixteenth street,
“Tansil’s PtmclTCigar.
three houses and lots, a saw mill, and three lots in this city, and an

aven-

lighted at

to

regale the

some

sweet sounds, will

ea'r with

become avenues through

degree

which this wealth

will

flow. A

WINES & LIQUORS
1
use. —

city pos-

sessing these, might be pronounced rich,

for Medicinal

improved farm of 1651 acres three miles west of tThe city, on the
road to Macatawa Park. Call and see me and obtain good bargains.

i

and yet be very /ar from, being rich. “The
blessing of the Lord, it

maketh

rich.”

Physician’s prescriptionsand family

Has the wealth been lawfully acquired?

You say

‘‘yes, that of

Omaha

recipes accurately
has, the

laws of the land sanctioned the way
•

it

also desire to sell the following Rpal

I

are

fragrant with exhalations,

from dioice flowers and bands of music
in

SHINGLES, LATH, ETC., ETC.

warranted strictly pure.

art, choice libra

ries, fountains, .reservoirsof water,
ueii

stock of goods consists of a full line of

CLOTHING, GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS, HATS A
CAPS, SOOTS & SHOES, DR7 GOODS, GROCERIES,

LINSEED, LARD, CASTOR,

gratify the taste: thus benevolentinstitu-

contend with the

prepared,

was

Holland, Mich., May

26th,

’83

H-A-RRinsrCrTOIT,

EL J_

j

&REMERS & BANGS.

h

16-ly.

obtained, and tbe saloonistpaid faithfully

o

x.

x,

a

d,

3sr

iMricsa:.

the license.” But we again say “the
blessingof the Lord maketh rich," and
there is no other durable riches. Without that blessing wealth

is

Rheumatic

put into bags

with boles. Was God’s law observed in
obtainingtbe money which enabled the
saloonisttomake his prompt payments?

Was

Naam

Syrian? Was Saul the
enriched when he spared

the

king of Israel

RHEUMATISM CURED.

of the fatlings, and the lambs, and all that

enrichedby

•

8. V. 0.

{To he Continued.)

St. Nicholas for September is a bright

and breezy autumn number, which Louisa
a

NEURALGIA CURED.

NX

their possession?

M. Alcott opens with

SCROFULA CT2SD.

nocHWTKR. N. Y.. Apt. Cth, ’83:
Port Byron,
lob. 20, ’82.
Rheumatic Syrup to.:
Gento-I nave been a great Rheumatic Syrup Co. :
ruffererfrom Kheumoiixm fursix
I hod been doctorl n *• for three
yean, and hearing of the auccew or four yearn, with d...creut phyof Rheumatic Syrup I concluded sicians,for scrofula,i s some calto give it a tjrialin my own case, led it, but found uo Mief until I
and I cheerfullysay that I have commenced taking your Syrup.
been greatly benefited by its use. After taking it a short time, to
I can walk with entire freedom my surprise,it began to help me.
from pain, and my generalhealth Continuingits use a few weeks,
is very much improved. It is a I found myself as well as ever.
splendid remedy for the blood As a blood purifier, I think it has

destroy them,’'

M.

charming story of

dec«?X.M.D.

child-Hfeentitled "Little Pyramus and
Thisbe,” telling how

a boy and girl became great friends through a hole in the
wall. Mr. Daniel Beard tells us of his
young friends "Tom, Dick, and Harry, in
Florida,” and shows us many pictures of
the odd things they saw and the curious
adventuresthey had. "Lost in tbe
Woods" is agiaphic account of tbe re

Manufectured by

^AbOVE ALL

IthinklttheDe

fourth bottle.

remedy

have ever beard of ft
purifying the blood and for tk
cure of rheumatismand ne|
W. B. CHASE.
I

ralgia.

WILLIAM STRANG.

110

|tHEUIiAXrCSYRUP

Fairtort,N. Y„ March 12, ’V
RheumaticSyrup Co.:
GiNTS-Since November, ISM
I have been a constantsufierc
from neuralgia and have n<
known wbat it was to be fre
irom pain until I commence
the use of RheumaticSyrup,
have felt no pain since using tb

CO., « Plymouth Ave., Rochester, N.

H.

COMPETITORS^

Y.

(

^

WYKHUYSEN
in—*—

-^—dealer

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R’y,

markable adventuresof the Loire children, who for more then a

week

mer wandered through the

last

sum-

Bains the Grant Can trot Lina, affords to travalara,by rsason of Its unrlvalsd gsographical position,tha shortest and bast route bstwssn tha last, Northsastand
Southeast, and tha West, Northwest and Southwest.
It la literallyand strictly true, that Its connectionsart all of tha principalline*
of road between tha Atiantlo and tha Pacific.
By Its main Una aruf branches It reaches Chicago, Joliet, Peoria, Ottawa,
La Salle, Oeneseo, Molina and Rock Island, In Illinois| Davenport, Musoatlner
Washlnston, Keokuk, Knoxville,Oskaloosa, Fairfield, Dae Moines, Watt Liberty,
Iowa City, Atiantlo,Avooa, Audubon, Harlan, Guthrie Canter and Council Bluffs,
in Iowa | Gallatin,Trenton, Cameron and Kansas City, in Missouri, and Leavenworth and Atchison in Kansas, and the hundreds of dtiaa, vlllasesand towns
intermediate. Tha

ijghtRunnihr

forests of

northern Michigan, and were vainly
songht by miners from the "Allonez,"
"Calumet and Hecla,” and neighboring
mines, over thirteen hundred men at one
time joining in the search,' The children

through all their hardships had not lost

SIMPLE

and when eventuallyfound were
brave^ following out tbe plan which was
bringing them safely home. Tbe "Work
and Play" department containstbe first

heart,

half of

“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,”
&

a profusely illustratedarticle oo

from

his clever

it la familiarlyoaUad, offers to travalara all the advantases and oomfort*
incident to a smooth track, safe bridses, Union Depots at all oonneotins points.
Fast Express Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WELL VENTILATED, WELL
HEATED, FINELY UPHOLSTERED and ELEGANT DAY COACHES j a line of the
MOST MAGNIFICENT HORTON RECLININGCHAIR OARS aver built | PULLMAN’B
latest designed and handsomest PALACE SLEEPING OARS, and DINING OARS
that are acknowledged by press and people to be the FINEST RUN UPON ANY
ROAD IK THE COUNTRY, and In whloh superior meals are served to travelersat
the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS KAON.

As

"The Playthings and Amusementsof an
Old-fashionedBoy," who Hvqd when boys
had to make their own toys or go without
Modem boys will be able to get many
hints'

UNACQUAINTKD with thk geography Of this country, will
SBC BY EXAMINING. THIS MAP, THAT THE

IS

The Greatest Blood Purifier Known!

"the best of the sheep, and the oxen, and

was good and would not

Watches, Clocks,

contrivances.Sarah

Jewelry,

Orne Jewett, Aunt Fanny, and1 Celia
Th&xter contributeeach a poem, and

THREE TRAINS each way betwsen CHICAGO and tha MISSOURI RIVER.
TWO TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and MINNEAPOLIS end ST. PAUL,

etc., etc.

via the

I keep a

fell

famous

ALBERT LEA ROUTE.

line ol Spectacles, which are the

best in the market.

there are, in addition to the usual quota of
stories, sketches,

and

verses, illustrations

Prbmpt attention given

Birch, Culmer Barnes, Rose Mueller, Jes-

De

others.

No trouble to show goods.

Cost
*

Watches and

Can any one bring us a case of Kidney
or Liver Complaint that Electric Bitters
will not speedily cure? We ssv they can
not, as thousands of cases
already perJM Jready
manently cured and who are dally recommending Electric Bitters, will prove.
Bright’s Disease, Diabetes, Weak Back,
or any urinary complaint quickly cured,
They puri fv the blood, regulate
ite the
the bowels
and act directly on the diseased
diseased parts,
Every bottle guaranteed. For sale at 50c.
bottle by H. Walsh.

Ml

I

Thousands.

All over the land are going into ecstasy
over Dr. King’s new discovery for con-

sumption. Their unlocked for recovery
by the timely use of this great life-saving

Fever, BfonchUUs, Hoarseness,Loss of
Gfsni
Poice, of
sny sffection of the throst and
lungs. Trial bottles free at H. Walsh’s
drug store. Large size $1.00.

The gloomy

fears,

R. R.

Clocks1

CABLE,
Mmmcm,

E. ST.

VkwPrM’t A Om'I

sold below Giaid^Rapidsprices.

„

A& Answer Wanted.

Kffiitrfd

to repairing.

Champney,

aie McDermott, W. H. Drake,

many

and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, has recently been opened,
between Newport News, Richmond, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and La Fayatte,
and Council Bluffs, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Intermediate points.
All Through Passengers carried on Feet Express Trains.
For more detailed Information, see Maps and Folders,whloh maybe obtained, aa
well as Ticket*, at all principal Ticket Offloee In the United States and Canada, or of
A .New

by Saudhaui, Blum, Reinhart,

Smith, and

MAM

fa.

WHO

SYRUP.

Gehazi. enriched by the two talents

and two changes of garments which he took
from

entire stock at

•

TOILET SOAPS,
DRUGGIST’S SUNDRIES.

spend this surplus fund

useful institutionswhich may sup-

sufficient to

my

will sell

PERFUMERY,

burdeijr of t{i paying, the public

will naturallyseek .for

'

.

change my business and

I desire to

taxes

its

diminished,it data sooner indulge

Being thus

At Greatly Reduced Prices.

-Specialties-

tbe desponding

ES

GIVE

^NEWHOfr
OME?
EWIHG MACHIHE CO*

84-ly

ft).

THE

A LECTURE TO YOUNG
On the Lon of

MEN

NEW

A Leetare

on the Nataxw,

Treatment

and radical cure of Seminal Weaknesr, or SpermThe oldest established Stable in tbe city.
atorrbttaInduced by eelf-Abuie, Involuntary
Emleeione, Impotency,Nervour Debility,and Impediment*to Marriage generally; Conanmptlon,
Epilepsy and Fits; Mental and Physical IncapaciStreet,
ty, Ac.-By ROBERT J. CULVErWBLL, m" D..
author of the ,(Green Book.” Ac.
The world-renownedauthor, In this admirable I have the newest and test ilEARSE in this
Lecture, clearlyprove* from hla own experience
that the awful consequencesof Self-Abusemay city, with the finest horses and carriagesfor funeral
be effectually removed without dangeroussurgical purposes, which I will furnish
on the comer of River & Ninth Sts.
operations, bougies, Instruments,rings or corCan now be found, not alone a complete stock dials; pointing out a mode of cure at once certain
and effectual, by which every sufferer, no matter
if
of Groceries,— alwa/s of the Freshestand Purest,
what his condition any bo may cure himself
bnt also all kinds of Farmers Prodnce, Provisions,
cheaply,
privately
and
radically.
This
lecture
will
than
any
party
In
this
city.
Etc., Etc.
prove a boon to thousandA and thousands.
— B. BOONE.
Sent under seal, In a plain envelope,to any adi
v
Hollaed,
July 98th,
25-1 f
dress.
post
paid,
on
receipt
of
six
cents
or
two
Al.oa very large and assorted stofcfc'of
poatage stamps- Address

DRY GOODS dTORE

On Market

'OF~^

Co.

C.

DEALERS IN

FURNITURE

COFFINS
HOLLAND, men.
Sc

P. & M. R. R. Lands.

BOOUE,

'AND—-*—'

AND

&

BE.

GROCERY MANHOOD
.IN

CHICAGO. ILL.* ---'••"—•ORANGE. MASS.

Meyers, Brouwer

,

CHICAGO.

HE A CALL.
A H. WYKHUYSEN.
1889.

H0LLAHi>.;Micb., July

JOHN

Om'I T'k’t * Pui'r Ac't,

near Eighth.

STEKETEIji & BOS,

as

i

^

DRV GOODS

A week made at home by the In
dnstrions. ^cst businessnow before the pnblic. Capital not
ed. We will start you.

views, the weariness of soul that many
complain of, would often disappearwere
Crockery, Stone & Glassware.
to the settlement
tbe blood made pure and healthy before of* avch claims on reawmablslams.
i, tho
reaching the delicate vesselsof the brain.
or by letter J1 BRERS'
li
ionr:.W?„v
to.
Ayer's Sarsaparillapurifies and vltalfi
IBM
EXCHANGE.
Q. TAN 8CHKLVEN,
the blood; and thus conduces to healthOf
O. IT! KITH 4 BOB.
body aad sanity of otad.
>. Get. 19th,
/ 99-ly

tim.i

PKODCCB TAKEN

19M.

-V.v

^

Immiliito
... :iu..

,

.........

.ittfKiBifHi
•
..

not cheaper

—
1880.

By tbe provisions of au act of the late session
of the legislature,
all persons holding title by deed
or contract to any of the D. A M. It R. lands, socalled, from either Bowes, Gould or Griswold, op
on making certain proof, will be entitledto a .Which we Intend to keep as completeas poaslpatent from the state for such lands.
ole embracing all the latest and beet made fabrics
Fersons having perfected their title under the
act of 1881and paid up back taxes, may recover

t

cheap,

riHitfiiai
.

i

ipeopleare always on the lookout
wr changes to Increasetheir
earnings, and in time become
wealthy;those who do not 1m
Iprove their opportunitiesremain In poverty.
offer a

We

noney. We want manv
us In their

”«>> "*

»

,

